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Tipu Ake ki te Ora

- growing from within ever upwards towards wellbeing.

An action focused model to challenge your ideas about organisations, growth, innovation and leadership.
I was immensely privileged to be chosen to help put together this model, a task almost a lifetime in its learning.
My parents lived in Te Whaiti as Master and Matron of the Te Whaiti Nui-a-Toi Moari Boy’s Agricultural School. A
boarding school (1934-1968) that provided secondary education, focusing on farming and carpentry for boys from all
around Aotearoa for use on their land.
As a young baby, well before I can remember, I was frequently nursed by Marewa Whatanui whose late husband
Whatanui, along with Matekuare and Nikora were the three patrons of the farm school. It was perhaps she who
nurtured the seed that was to grow into this task
I attended the Te Whaiti Maori Primary School poised on Poukuru, a vantage hill site chosen and gifted by the Ngati
Whare people as appropriate for a place of learning. Here very dedicated and talented teachers taught us many things,
perhaps the least important of which was the concept of compound interest.
Growing up in this place I was freely gifted much wisdom and many experiences, an investment in me the significance of
which I was not to understand until much later in life. Leaving Te Whaiti with this deposit in my learning account ready
for secondary school, university and a career in engineering, management and business education, my knowledge
compounded slowly over some forty years. Life was good to me and went on quite predictably from year to year.
This was to change when I returned with a group of Indonesian educators in 1999 and reconnected with old friends. I
found a vibrant school that had transformed itself from failure in the doldrums of unemployment brought about by the
end of rainforest milling, to become a model of success.
Two school board members attended a Project Management workshop I ran at the Auckland University of Technology.
They astounded other participants, who had assessed their own organisations as operating at 1-2 on a five level
organisational capability maturity scale. They very modestly rated their school at around level 4-5, then went on to
demonstrate it over the workshop period. This confirmed for me that the most valuable knowledge I was sharing had its
origins in the wisdom of Te Whaiti Nui-a-Toi, deep in the Whirinaki Valley.
I returned to Te Whaiti on a research assignment to try to help them capture their unique natural processes to share as
a new organisational leadership model and was amazed by the wisdom and positiveness shared by elders, the
community and the school. I began to understand why the concept of compound interest did not fit easily with them their maths was different. I saw the significance of a popular quiz question during my time at Te Whaiti School:
Question “What’s a One and a One?” …

Answer not two but; “Eleven!”

These people force us to think right outside the square. They have visions of wellness, concepts of shared leadership,
teamwork, collective sensing and wisdom that demonstrate that the whole is much greater than the sum of its parts.
Far from just ‘Catching the Knowledge Wave’, they offer those who would listen the opportunity for Aotearoa to ‘Grow
It’ - to take a unique leading place in the world.
It has been a rewarding passion, but not an easy journey for me as a pakeha to translate but a little of their wholistic
and organic thinking into a model understandable by organisations in a linear world preoccupied with facts, with
individuals and dollars. I thank the school, the wider Tipu Ake team at Te Whaiti, the talented young graduate
volunteers from AUT, participants on project management workshops, AUT colleagues and many others whose skills,
knowledge, support and spirit helped us succeed. My greatest thanks go to the Kaumatua and others who taught me the
rich and painful lesson that ancient wisdom is sacred, passed on in very special ways, and told us what could be shared
and how.
My greetings to Te Whaiti Nui–a-Toi, Tena Koe. I give you back, with a little pakeha compound interest, the treasures
and aroha that your people, both past and present so freely shared with me. It is for you to guard for ever, grow and
share for the wellbeing of your most priceless taonga, your children, and all the future childrens of our world.

Peter Goldsbury

Nov 2001 (first published)
15 Nov 2007 ( issue 45)

Te Whaiti school motto
Reaching for new levels of wisdom

Tuwatawata and Moerangi are the Mountains, Whirinaki is the River, Ngati Whare is the People
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The Tipu Ake ki te Ora Lifecycle – Background
This document is under constant development. The latest version, and many more resources can be downloaded on the web at www.tipuake.org.nz

The
Knowledge
Wave

Many organisations struggle to find a path that allows them to grow ideas and the capability to prosper in a
world of rapid change and the knowledge economy. Communication technology allows anyone to access
vast quantities of information, compete, trade and communicate with others anywhere in the world. We all
seek to mine and capitalise on this rapidly growing mountain of data / information, the new natural resource
of our age, to extract knowledge to make our future better, but are we any more the wiser for our efforts?

Searching for
Organisational
Meaning

Our compartmentalised, linear models for organisations, business, education, projects, sports teams and even
families are being stretched. Academics search for new answers in the theories of chaos and complexity.
Societies with the speed wobbles are questioning what life is about. Complicated processes for data
analysis and decision-making only seem to make the information overload worse. Increasingly we look into
the complex systems of nature to find the simple underlying organic rules of life. Here we find not a chase,
but rather a natural growth, evolution, blossoming of the rich seeds within, cycles of evolution, decay and
regrowth; a balance that ensures the sustainability of life on our planet. Success comes because knowledge
is shared to unleash a collective wisdom and holistic view that is infinitely more powerful than that of any
individual. Tipu Ake captures this, a concept that is well understood by people from oral language cultures.

The roots of this
model

Tipu Ake will belong for all time at a place called Te Whaiti Nui-a-Toi. Here life has always been
interconnected with the earth, the sky, and things both natural and supernatural. It has arisen and is evolving
by experimentation as they and others apply their holistic concepts of life and growth and demonstrate how
these can be applied to organisations in today’s fast moving world and the knowledge economy.
The model is expressed in and can be interpreted in a number of ways: language, nature, imagery, art,
concepts, motion, stories and processes. It is proactive, project/action focused, innovative and participatory.
It embodies the natural cycle of life that involves breaking down and building up, death and re-growth, night
and day. It involves continuous cycling and balancing – We can sense things and go back down the pathway
in our mind, insert new wisdom then make proactive changes so that we can quickly rise to an even higher
level. It is a pathway with no destination except a striving for wellness. It embodies the Maori view that the
future is behind you and is seen through the wisdom of the past which is in laid out in front of you.
The model focuses on general behaviours rather than defining specific practices at each level on the pathway

Te Whaiti
Nui–a-Toi
www.whirinaki.org.nz

Is a long valley with a small mainly Maori population in the centre of the North Island, New Zealand.
Many generations before the main Maori migration to New Zealand it was visited by Toi, a courageous
pacific navigator and explorer who found, Te Heke a Maruiwi, (the descendents of the gentle people) also
later called Te Tini o Toi (the multitudes of Toi), or Marangaranga, occupying this place. They were an
intelligent, highly skilled, hardworking and peaceful people with a sophisticated social order and a deep
understanding of and connectiveness with nature. They shared their technology and knowledge to flourish
in a very hard environment. Strangers to the processes of war, they were easily defeated and absorbed by
later migrations of Maori. Toi’s daughter Hineruarangi was sent in the form of a kawau (shag - water bird)
to live in the narrow Te Whaiti Nui-a-Toi Canyon (in the Whirinaki Forest), to be kaitiaki (guardian) of the
forest, the environment, their wisdom and their values. Through many ups and downs, their descendants the
Ngati Whare people have always remained as tangata whenua to keep the seed of Toi alive in this place.
Native forest logging provided its economic base until it was stopped in the 1980’s, preserving the Whirinaki
Forest one of the world’s most precious and impressive remaining stands of native rain forest, but
devastating the community. The people here already understand the barrenness that is left when nature’s
resources are depleted. The school was failing and close to closure. This was a community that had a
complex project ahead of it - How to regroup the strong spirit of its scattered people, adjust to new
economic conditions and ensure that their children had the choices a generation had been deprived of. The
community formed a partnership that included the school, principal, teachers, school board, community and
students, incorporating their own values, traditions and language. See website http://www.whirinaki.org.nz
The Tipu Ake model has been inspired by the transformation of the school.

Building and
testing the model

Peter Goldsbury was privileged to have lived in this place from birth. He left for a career in engineering,
project management, business management, consulting and education that saw him exposed to many
western business practices and models including those of: Malsow, Gantt, Juran, Demming, Belbin team
roles, The Project Management Institute, The SEI CMM (and other Capability Maturity Models), Drucker,
Covey, chaos theory, complexity and others. Returning to Te Whaiti he found these very linear western
business models were totally embraced by the cyclic wisdom of the people in this community. He has joined
with the school and others in Te Whaiti to help them develop and publish this unique organisational model.
It was tested and refined with the help of participants on project management workshops “Leading Projects
and Innovation in your Organisation” at the Auckland University of Technology (AUT) and elsewhere. It is
now an ongoing active research partnership between the people of Te Whaiti Nui-a-Toi, and many students
and staff at AUT plus a growing number of other inspired volunteers who are helping share it with the world
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Tipu Ake ki te Ora - An Organic Growth View

(read from bottom)

Consider growth within the rich interdependent ecosystem of a rainforest

Raa (Sunlight) – external energy that fuels the ecosystem
Ngahua (fruits) Wellbeing(Ora)
Manu (Birds) The entrepreneurs who carry the
new seeds of opportunity

These are the outcomes: Purified, air,
food, shelter, prosperity, shade,
moisture, health, higher learning, and
long term sustainability of life.
All life is said to be a Child of Tane

Tane (tree)

Puawaitana (Flowers) -Wisdom
These attract the bees and birds to
bring in diversity and pollinate the
seeds of new life

Pua (branches)

- Sensing

They spread out to collect the sunshine,
wind and rain to gain sustenance.
When a big tree dies it passes on its
space to saplings it has nurtured.

Tinana (trunk)

- Process

This gives the tree rigidity and the
boldness and ability to reach up
through the nurturing canopy of
competing / supporting trees to see the
light of day. There is a rich
interconnectedness between all the
species of the forest ecosystem

Putake (roots)

Papatuanuku
(Earth Mother)

The birds transport
seeds and their
digestion juices crack
the hard seed shell to
allow it to germinate.
This creates a nursery
of juvenile plants on
the host tree and
under its canopy
waiting for an
opportunity to find
sunlight and grow.

Whana
Mycorrhizal fungi network
(shares nutrients between species)

- Teamwork

The roots take hold of the earth to give
the tree its support and nourishment
underground before a sapling appears

Ngarara

Kakano (seed

- Leadership

(The pests that
stunt forest
growth)
(a) destructors

The new life cracks open with courage
The hair roots appear to turn it over,
give it direction and stabilise it.

Storms, fire
sawmillers,
diseases, cats
possums, stoats

Kore (soil)

(b) recyclers
Worms,Huhu,
Weta, insects,
borer, microbes

- Undercurrents

Here the fire, acids, water, wind,
storms, earthquakes, pests, and termites
break down the old growth crack the
hard shell of the seeds to make a new
life possible. Here also a network of
fine root fungi interconnects species as
a nutrient sharing pipeline.

Whiro (the Poisons)
Toxins, acid rain, ozone hole, exploiters, polluters – take living energy out of the ecosystem
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Tipu Ake Lifecycle - The Business Model view

(best read from bottom)

Note; A Powerpoint show to take you through this model is downloadable off the Tipu Ake website. Also a video from many libraries and
a series of downloadable video clips at www.tipuake.org.nz/videoclips.htm
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Tipu Ake Lifecycle Overview - Levels, loops and leadership:
How is the Tipu Ake Lifecycle different? Most contemporary models take a linear process path towards an objective, which is achieved
one step at a time. Tipu Ake is a cyclical model that focuses on organisational behaviours. It has seven interwoven levels.
Undercurrents: (L0 – Soil) Failure, (pests) at any level drops us back to the undercurrents (ground zero), where continued inaction
eventually destroys life. The innovators (birds) go down to harvest ideas in the ‘undercurrents’ – the resistance and energy that challenges
assumptions and which can be channelled into a re-germination process that ultimately strengthens the organisation. Far from just being a
negative place of destruction, the undercurrents is the recycler, the think-tank, the incubator of ideas, innovation and entrepreneurs. Get to
love it! Here the forest operates complex a mycorrhizal fungi network; invisible pipelines that swap nutrients between it’s diverse species.
But beware the poisons – insidious negativity that turns the undercurrents into a whirlpool, a black hole that blocks any idea germination.
Leadership: (L1 - seed) The pathway upwards starts with leadership, the courage that germinates the seed of a new idea and moves it
forward out of the undercurrents. Tipu Ake defines leadership as collective - many individuals can contribute to it. It is defined,
recognised, and nurtured by those who support it. Leadership inspires people internally to go places, whereas motivation is external
Teamwork: (L2 - roots). This is where a new style of leadership based on a shared vision of wellness, gathers the continued commitment
of a team (including stakeholders) to grow the roots that will support ongoing growth.
This groundswell happens below the surface “project hero egos”, “tall poppies” or “prima donna’s are not helpful here. These germination and rooting stages are too often ignored in
many conventional organisations. Here the team will begin to clarify and build the processes it needs to sustain growth above the ground.
Process: (L3 – trunk) This is where the team starts putting structure around the idea which must gain the commitment of the organisation
that is required to sponsor or support it. It is the trunk that is required to elevate the tree through the canopy (formed by other competing /
supporting trees) to the higher levels. Tipu Ake considers this as the “Management” level where the conventional focus is on managing
things – process, procedures, rules, projects, resources, finance, deliveries and short-term performance. (All other levels depend on
“Leadership” – leading, inspiring and empowering people.) All new ideas must grow through the canopy of established processes systems,
organisational politics and power structures, which may either nurture, support or block it. The Tipu Ake philosophy is to reach through
the process level to quickly get itself to the higher levels of collective sensing and accumulation of wisdom. Then to look back and decide
on the process needed for business effectiveness; eg does it deliver against our vision of outcomes that will sustain long term wellbeing.
Sensing (collective): (L4 - branches) The ‘sensing’ level provides a sensibility check over the process level . This “Common Sense” is a
wisdom-based gathering of information that focuses on building a collective view from all individual perceptions, in just the same way as
the branches of a tree reach out to capture goodness and energy. It is the method by which otherwise overpowering, confusing and
sometimes contradictory analytical measurements or Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s ) are evaluated and put into perspective. Do they
drive behaviours that take us towards the state of wellbeing we seek?
It constantly uses all people and their senses to identify new
opportunities and risk before the event and take action - by the time it is measurable it is normally too late!
Wisdom (collective): (L5 - flowers) This is the result of sensing. Wisdom goes much further than knowledge; it is the intellectual capital
of a group not individuals. Often not written down, it embodies the culture’s real values and is most often told as stories. This level builds
that collective wisdom through teamwork, shared leadership and the interchange of knowledge. Like flowers, it embraces diversity.
Wellbeing: (Ln - fruits) The addition of a seventh level called ‘wellbeing’ encapsulates the overall outcomes desired by the organisation.
It is the reason why the whole cycle is initiated and goes beyond just financial or business performance. In our global village, where many
are trying to come to terms with cultural diversity, social responsibilities and save an environment under extreme pressure, the holistic
Maori concept of Ora and its values is crucial. Ora is not about the short term: it focuses on our future children’s wellbeing and beyond.
The Cyclic paths: (These cycle us back so that we can and must be simultaneously taking action at any and every level)
(1) Pests: It is easy to identify behaviours at each level that result in forcing us back to the undercurrent for recycling as nutrients.
Pest Control (alias Risk Management) is the process of avoiding the destructive effect of those “pests” that jeopardise upward growth.
The pests are also positive; they are the natural death path from failure or un-wellness at any level that leads to recycling of resources.
(2) Birds: Tipu Ake goes well beyond just risk; its entrepreneurs - the “birds”, constantly re-cycle seeds back to the undercurrents,
nurturing them to grow innovation and exploit new opportunities. They also evaluate and drive positive fertilising action at all levels. This
reflective process occurs in our heads, we sense a need, go down, gather new information and make changes that move us further upwards.
The Pathway upwards:
The analogy of a tree growing within the diversity of a rainforest is easily understandable by all. There is a natural and logical pathway
upwards through each level. It demonstrates the behaviours that are required for growth towards wellbeing. Sunlight represents the
external energy we get by connecting with others; giving us inspiration and checking our assumptions. It is the counter measure to the
poisons that block the new. Just as a tree that has grown its trunk without having established a strong root structure (or has had its roots
undermined) will fall in the first storm, so in an organisation the underlying levels must be robust for sustainable growth. Rainforests
grow at their own pace as the sum of all the interdependent species within them. Likewise within an organisation an individual project can
practice the leadership, teamwork and behaviours needed for growth and help lift its forest to new heights.
Paradigm Shifts: All this looks simplistic, but it is hard to apply as it requires us to unlearn much of our past organisational thinking.
•
•
•
•

It is not a traditional business model defining processes, rather it is all about promoting behaviours that encourage growth
It forces us to reconsider our pre-occupation with order; to see the value of diversity and chaos in germinating new ideas.
It erodes our hierarchical concept of individual “leaders“ and self contained organisational boxes: its about interdependence.
It’s not linear Capability Maturity Model CMM thinking. It’s full of loops and we have to operate at every level simultaneously.
It names pest behaviours that drive reactive fire-fighting, allowing us to control them and like birds be proactive and positive.

•
Tipu Ake Lifecycle- A Leadership Model for Innovative Organisations web reference: htttp://www.tipuake.org.nz
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Tipu Ake learning from the Rainforest is Living System Thinking.
Nature is the ultimate teacher, so its lessons can help us grow organisms that are resilient;
sustainable, fast learning and able to exploit the opportunities for real growth that exist in
our interdependency with everything else we are connected with. The rainforest with all its
complexity talks to us of a “living systems thinking” approach that can breath new life into
organisations living in our seemingly chaotic world:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

We see that all the species have an inherent drive towards outcomes; no one needs to tell a
plant which direction to grow in. Can people and organisations grow in that self-directed
way too?
It is empowered by the sun. Can we absorb that external energy and experience that
illuminates our blind spots, questions our assumptions and en-courages us to grow?
It tells us about the pests that block the growth of species; those negative behaviours that
turn us downward and stunt development if we do not name and control them.
It reminds us about the recyclers that turn dead material into compost, recovering waste;
finding opportunity even in adversity and death.
It warns us about the poisons that stop germination; those toxic enemies within our own
minds that sap the courage we need to innovate and nurture the seeds of new life and ideas.
It sings the praises of the birds; the entrepreneurs of the forest who pollinate, spread and plant seeds for the nursery nature has
prepared under the nurturing forest canopy. That’s incubating innovation!
With the naked eye, we can’t see the complex network of mycorrhyzal fungi, a complex underground pipeline system that
interconnects diverse species and the earth, swapping the nutrients of life. Could our organisations learn to connect and operate
as part of such win-win network alliances?
We are reminded about the importance of strong roots; where all new growth and resilience always starts, both in the forest and
our communities. Organisational systems and evaluation processes above ground level seldom ever see, acknowledge or fund the
growth of this root capability.
When events like external storms hit a forest, the ecosystem adapts to grow new opportunity from the chaos created. There are
always billions of seeds lying dormant waiting to grow. Organisations can do the same, letting nature dictate priorities; growing
when the time and conditions are right
The rich rainforest ecosystem where all species are highly interdependent, demonstrates what happens when we collaborate and
use all our diversity. Organisational monocultures are very vulnerable.

Nature’s lessons from observers like Fritjof Capra, Margaret Wheatley, Maaori Marsden, Elisabet Sahtouris: and others
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

When living systems want to get stronger they connect with more living things (e.g. to different living species that bring in
diversity and resources – monocultures in plants and life are vulnerable)
Nature makes its most important connections underground at the root level, these are very hard to see (let alone to make) from
above.
You can't change a living system, all you can do is disturb it, (then it in itself adapts in response to opportunities or threats seen
in that disturbance)
The disturbances that have the most immediate effect are those that change the equilibrium and assumed order of the system.
Living systems find opportunities for growth in what looks like chaos. They are self organising and are not preoccupied with
time or risks.
Living things never do what they are told (participants always add in their own local ideas, knowledge and perspectives)
If we think we can externally change, re-structure or re-engineer a living system ..... then it is probably already dead!

For a whole range of stories that support this thinking visit www.tipuake.org.nz/stories/supporting_stories.htm
Creativity and Leadership in Learning Communities
This document by Fitjof Capra reminds us of the rules of life: see www.ecoliteracy.org/publications
•
•
•
•
•

•

Every living system is a network
A human community is a network of conversations
The most powerful organisational learning and collective knowledge sharing grows through informal relationships
and personal networks - via working conversations in communities of practice
The spontaneous emergence of order – of new structures and new forms of behaviours – is one of the hallmarks of
life
If we think of the relationship between emergence and design in terms of a continuum, we can say that drifting too
far towards design will become overly rigid, unable to adopt to changing conditions. On the other hand drifting too
far towards emergence causes us to lose the ability to efficiently produce goods and services
A culture fostering emergence must include the freedom to make mistakes. In such a culture experimentation is
encouraged and learning is valued as much as success.
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Lifelong Learning – Tipu Ake a tool for growing learning organisations
If we want to grow a well (life enhancing) society for the future, then the outcomes from our education system should be
young adults for whom the thrill of discovery and rapid natural learning that they enjoyed from birth (and before), then at
playcentre, kohunga reo, on through school, university, our workplaces and leisure will stay with them for life.
Here we remap the Tipu Ake Leadership model to view it more from natural learning and growth perspective.

Let’s think of the middle process level as being our formal education process that is defined in early childhood centres,
schools, university or business. It is here that we find the analytical systems that provide consistency and the ability to take
learning from one place to another.
Tipu Ake may suggest that the roots of real learning lie below this; where courageous learners (perhaps we may call them
learning ringleaders) find themselves out of their comfort zones, there making discoveries about themselves and the world,
then share this excitement to attract others to grow with them.
This underground collaborative learning environment allows participants to accelerate safely through the formal education
process to reach a state above it where they grow the key social skills to allow them to mutually observe and evaluate what is
going on around them, then take responsibility for their own learning and life (The Maori concept that embraces this is
called - Tino Rangatiratanga). Here all accumulate and share the peer wisdom that helps them recognise and proceed
towards a state of wellbeing (ORA) where continuous learning enhances life.
On the right hand side we identify a few pest behaviours that “the system” could well “put onto” our learner. In moderation, some
of these may be a positive external disturbance that challenge and force them out of their comfort zone, but if they are consistently
applied, they become poisons that sap the courage needed to germinate new learning. The learner must react to these pests. By
comparison on the left hand side we see those proactive bird type behaviours that a group of learners can choose to deploy at any
level to go down and grow new learning.
Most early childhood observers will recognise these proactive learning behaviours as being quite natural, so perhaps we
could continue more of this at this style of organic learning in our formal education and organisational processes. For more
on this see “ Lifelong Learning – Nature’s Way” www.tipuake.org.nz/lifelong/pdf/lifelong_learning.pdf
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Tipu Ake - Shared Leadership Concepts
•

In Tipu Ake Leadership is not equal to “The Leader”

Too often we equate Leadership (Leading people) with Management (Managing things). These are two separate dimensions
and if we want real success, both need to be in balance.

Exceptional organizational
performance in this corner

Taking a managing things approach alone is a “no go” path to exceptional organisational performance. We are used to
splitting the tasks up and allocating the “Managing Things” work to multiple people operating in parallel – that’s what Work
Breakdown and responsibility matrixes in PMBOK are all about.
However, the when we talk about leadership, too often we look for only one leader to supply it. That mindset can grow a
sense of dependence within us that leaves us barren when they leave; a poison that can stop us each growing our own
potential. With Tipu Ake leadership is not an individual thing, anyone can display and contribute to it. How often have you
been in a team, complete with a Project Manager (maybe you even), where everyone knew the real leadership was coming
from others? Why not use this and see leadership as a parallel thing as well
An irony: The most powerful leaders are those who know how to give away their power and recognition!

•

The Shared Leadership Tripod – lessons from the world’s greatest sailors and explorers

Our chiefs held different kete (knowledge) working as one - three spars lashed in a triangle stand strongest against wave and
wind - Perspectives from Polynesian canoes abridged from p70 of Song of Waitaha www.songofwaitaha.co.nz
EXPLORERS:
The Ariki – perched at the
prow, their minds embracing
the ocean and the skies to
interpret the signals of
nature, courageously
fronting the first blast of the
unforgiving waves. They
held Kete Tu Atea filled
with the wisdom of the
hidden trails

PEACEMAKERS
The Tohunga – near the mast they
carried Kete Tuauri which was
heavy with Karakia. (prayers).
Their strength was constantly
challenged by Tawhiri Matea
who sent the storm winds to
buffet the waka .. and dark winds
to pierce the mind and sow the
seeds of jealousy and hate in the
crew.

STEERERS
The Kaihautu - At
the stern, the vision
and steadfast
strength behind the
steering oar. They
held Aronui - the
kete of knowledge
which holds the
songs that chart the
tides.

On TV we watch these roles being played out as Team NZ sails for the Americas Cup.
We recognise them in the inspirational stories of the late Sir Peter Blake … “Thanks
for the dreams that only you could give and thanks for the fun and the laughs …. Thank
you for instilling in us a healthy respect for the ocean and showing us the all consuming
beauty it has … Thank you for the trust and the loyalty you showed in us” - Simon
Gundry, Fellow Sailor. www.sirpeterblaketrust.org

We also heard from the school … “Yes, we each had our own roles to play and areas to be responsible for, but because we
worked closely as a team it was quite OK to step into someone else’s patch and help. At first some of us found that hard to
accept, but soon found that by loosening the boundaries and sharing information we all became more effective”. Earl Rewi –
Previous Chairman
The Belbin Team Role model (see page 19 ) may help us learn to exploit our individual diversity. It helps highlight the
Explorers who may be Shapers, Plants, Resource Investigators, the Peacemakers who may be Coordinators, Teamworkers and
the Steerers who may be - Implementers, Monitors Evaluators, Completer Finishers, Specialists.
Tipu Ake Lifecycle- A Leadership Model for Innovative Organisations web reference: htttp://www.tipuake.org.nz
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Tipu Ake ki te Ora – Te Whaiti School story view (read from bottom)
Recollections of but a few of the comments made to Peter Goldsbury by board, staff , kaumatua (elders) and community members

N. ORA
Wellbeing
Ngahua
(fruits)

5.
Wisdom
Puawaitana
(flowers)
Sunlight

4.
Sensing
Pua
(branches)

3.
Process
Tinana
(Trunk)

2.
Teamwork
Putake
(Roots)

1.
Leadership
Kakano
(Seed)

0.
Undercurrent
Kore
(Chaos)

Poisons

On wholeness:: “ E tipu e rea …. Whaia te Matauranga o te Pakeha, engari kia mau a ringaringa nga taonga o nga tipuna –
Grow up little girl for the betterment of your life. Capture the knowledge of the pakeha, but always listen and absorb the
treasures gifted from our ancestors” Sir Apirana Ngata speaking to a young child.
On the school vision: “We are here for one thing - To give our children the choices for their future that some of us may have
missed out on” - School Board 1999
On values and standards: “We are proud of our school and our pupils. All students sit School Certificate Maori and
get top marks (our youngest was 10 yrs old)”. You will not find any graffiti here. Genevieve Doherty - Principal. 2002
On Wisdom: “It is hidden from the naked eye, it is passed on to you, it is inside you and comes first from you looking at
yourself” We have a saying Taringa Whakaaro - You are told it once by the elders and if you don’t hear you have to go
back down and work you way back again. That’s how the carriers of the wisdom are found “ Tipene Ohlsen - Kaumatua
On interconnectedness: “We see things as a whole in which all parts are interconnected. The land, forest, people language,
traditions and learning are an essential part of our future” A widely held view in Te Whaiti
On concensus: “We need to be of one mind to make things happen” Pahiri Matekuare - Kaumatua September 2001.
On tapping into external ideas and energy: We networked with other schools using training providers that spoke in our
words. It was “do it together” - they just sat in the back and gave us guidance when we needed it. Chris Eketone 2001
On sensing: “You can tell when you are off the course, nothing comes and your whole mind goes blank. It’s like when you
sing a waiata and your voice breaks on you – that’s a sign that you should not ignor” Pahiri Matekuare - Kaumatua.
On gathering information: Many here videoed the Knowledge Wave Conference. Rusty Rangi - Board Member
On outcomes, risks and barriers: “We started off down the total immersion path then asked ourselves ‘- What if just
one of our kids wanted to move outside Te Whaiti. – Then we decided on a strong English and Technology path too.”
“When you focus on outcomes, nothing becomes a barrier”. Earl Rewi, Board Chairman 1999.
On prioritisation: We sent a survey out to all our parents and asked them to rank all subjects in order of importance.
We were surprised that almost all ranked Maori and English first equal. Chris Eketone, Board Chairman 2001
On external regulations: “When the community decided that we should integrate both schools in the valley, a women from
the Ministry of Education came with lots of Powerpoint slides to tell us about the integration process. I had to stop her after
five minutes and remind her that we know exactly what we want to do with education for our kids here and that we needed
her help to in getting the official support for us to do it” - Chris Eketone, Board Chairman 2001.
On School Board rules: “ I told all the board members that I will support them totally in all their actions obtaining
funds if they are for the well being of our kids. If any funding goes into our own pockets, then that’s the end of the
road” - Earl Rewi, Board Chairman 1999.
On documentation and simplicity: “None of us had done this before and we were frightened off by all the departments
regulations. We told them to tell us what it meant in simple words, then we put all the school’s policies into five
coloured books – Now lots of other schools want to get hold of these!” Chris Eketone Board Member 1999.
On technology: We found someone who had developed new school planning and assessment software. Our teachers
helped them trial and refine it to become a powerful tool that really helps with administrative work - Earl Rewi 1999
On self confidence: “We understand what ERO want and have done everything we need to”. Genevieve Doherty 2001
On sharing “We are going back to Toi to find our school values. He was an adventurer who used technology and shared his
knowledge to leave thriving inclusive communities behind him where-ever he travelled” School Board 2001.
On listening and negotiating:: “If I understand where you are coming from, then ……” Overheard at a combined meeting
of Minginui and Te Whaiti Boards to plan the integration of their two schools under a single Board. - 6 Sept 2001
On Teamwork: “We have good teamwork and communication between community, board, staff and pupils” - Principal
Genevieve Doherty when asked by Indonesian visitors in 1999 what the secret of the school’s success was?
On Team Development: “We look for all the opportunities for our Board members and staff to learn new things.
When we take on people to work in the school we tell them we will give them two years and if by them they have not
decided what to do with their lives, they must step aside and give someone else the chance” Earl Rewi Chairman 1999.
On courage: “Courage is a magnet, it is the most attractive attribute; (but if it is most attractive, greed is the most
reliable). One person with courage is a majority “ Tamati Kruger – Tuhoe Education Authority
On vision: “We saw in Tomorrow’s Schools an opportunity to take control of our kids education as the old system
had been failing them. It was scary stuff and first we had to look hard at ourselves” School Board Members 1999
On leadership: “Leadership is not the same as the leader, anyone can have it and it floats back and forth all the time”
“ We leave our hats at the door - often visitors can’t tell who the principal is” Genevieve Doherty - School Principal
On egos: “There is no room for egos here, you need to quickly get past that stage and share the credit” We have a
well used Maori Proverb A kumara never calls itself sweet, that’s for the eaters to say” Chris Eketone Chairman 2001
On leadership style: “When appointed Chairman I thought I would crack the place into shape, but found it was not the
way to get the Board Members staff and community to contribute their different talents”. - Earl Rewi Chairman 1999
On the energy in undercurrents: “There was a place called Te Koropupu [The bubbling waters] on the Whirinaki
River just below the present school, close to where our old people built the first schoolroom in Te Whaiti out of Raupo
thongs, and wrote with burnt sticks on Rangiora leaves. Here the river used to swurl and the water spurted upwards.
Sick people would swim in it” late Tipene Ohlsen – Kaumatua.
On innovation “There is no denying that you have to go back to the seed to start something new (whether in business
or whatever). And the birds– they really do give life to the children of Tane Mahuta” late Pahiri Matekuare - Kaumatua
On stakeholders: “You soon learn around here that you need the support and energy of all the families if you want to
have new things happen.” We need to all climb into the same waka [canoe] Chris Eketone, Chairman, 2001
On enemies: “The greatest enemy is the one within you. Once you conquer that one (which shows up as a lack of
courage, self esteem, fatalism or opting out), then the rest are easy". Tamati Kruger – Tuhoe Education Authority
On criticism: “In those early days we got used to being tagged over the head and people saying: “You’re not doing that
right,” all the time. It was that insidious negativity that you don’t even realise is happening to you”. Chris Eketone.

Tipu Ake Lifecycle- A Leadership Model for Innovative Organisations web reference: htttp://www.tipuake.org.nz
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Tipu Ake ki te Ora - Maori concepts view.

(best read from bottom)

Wellbeing (Ora)

Rangi

Sky, heaven, abode of the supernatural beings ( Sky father- with Papa the parents of all life)

(Ngahua - fruits)

Marama

Light, not dark, clear, transparent, easy to understand, plain

Ora

Alive, well in health, safe, satisfied

Toi

Tip, point, summit, Origin, Source, Art, knowledge,

Nui

Large, great, many, intense, plentiful, of high rank, multitude

Kaitiakitanga

Guardianship of the environment which is our life: from Kai - to be, tiaki – guardian

Ake

Upwards, from below, forthwith, gets its strength from Iho below which gives it its roots

Wisdom

Matau

Know, be acquainted with, understand, feel certain of

(Puawaitana

Whai

Follow, pursue, search, proceed to the next order, lay hold of

- flowers)

Whai korero

Talking (Korero) aimed to reach a new collective level of understanding

Marangaranga

Bob up and down (Original descendents of Toi living in Te Whaiti Nui-a-Toi)

Sensing

Whakamatautau

Test, to make trial,

(Pua - branches)

Ata

Reflected image, form, shape,

Kite

See, perceive, find, discover, recognise,

Titiro

Look hard, survey, view, look into, examine

Tikanga

Rule, plan, method, custom, habit, anything normal, usual, reason, meaning, authority, control,
correct right

Rakau

Tree, wood, spar, mast (Ngahere =Forest. Tane Mahuta is God of Forest and origin of all life)

Ara

Pathway

Awa

Channel, river,

Whiri

Winding, platted together, (Whirinaki = name of river flowing through Te Whaiti Nui-a-Toi)

Naki

Glide, move with even motion

Iho

From below, heart, kernal, pith essence of a tree etc. That wherein that consists the strength
of a thing, as of army. Umbilical cord, (Capability, Lifeforce - “May the Force be with you”)

Ahua

Form, appearance

Hono

Splice, join, assembly, crowd

Ohu

Band of volunteers,

Iri

Be elevated on, rest upon, embark on, hang on

Uru

Head, chief, associate oneself with, participate

Maranga

Rise up, be raised, pulled up, taken out of the ground (crops), begin

Tipu ( = Tupu)

Grow, swelling, increase, spring, begin, shoot, bud, (mature)

Papatuanuku

The earth mother, the source and end of all life (With Rangi the sky father the parents of all
living things, and separated by Tane Mahuta - God of the forest and all living things)

Rere

Fall downwards

Horo

Fall in fragments crumble, slip fall off, waste away

Hoha

Wearied, wearisome

Kati

Block up, obstruct, shut, closed, barrier

Kore

Want, absence, lack of, annihilation, destruction, nothingness, cease to be, gone, broken

Mate

Dead, extinguished, sick, ill, in want of, lacking,

Whiro

Lean, unproductive (esp soil), evil, bad, personification of evil darkness and death.

Process
(Tinana - trunk)

Teamwork
(Putake - roots)

Leadership
( Kakano - seed)

Undercurrents
(Kore – Chaos)

Source: Dictionary of the Maori Language; H. W. Williams ISBN 1-86956-045-0 Publisher: Legislation Direct NZ

Other comments added in italics.
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Tipu Ake ki te Ora - Proverbs, quotes and historical view (best read from bottom)
N. ORA
Wellbeing
Ngahua
(fruits)

5.
Wisdom
Puawaitana
(flowers)

4.
Sensing
Pua
(branches)

3.
Process
Tinana
(Trunk)

If we are not gentle with life, the garden within us dies – An ancient Maori Proverb from the Waitaha (water carriers)
Live a good, honourable life. When you get older and think back, you'll be able to enjoy it a second time
Share your knowledge. It's a way to achieve immortality.
Judge your success by what you had to give up in order to get it.
The Dalai Lama
When our ancestors came from Hawaiki, they brought with them the putua wanaga or receptacles of wisdom. According to tradition
there were three baskets (kete) of wisdom.
1.
Te kete Tuuatea - of ritual knowledge; prayers and rituals in order that man may conform to the goodness and commands of
the benevolent god Io.
2.
Te kete Tuuauri - of occult knowledge: the practices of witchcraft and evil doings. Whiro is the god of war, strife, sin,
immorality, death and sickness
3.
Te kete Aronui - of secular knowledge; about the world, includes fishing, astronomy, agriculture, building, medicine,
entertainment and all taught in modern institutions and schools.
(To Maori, the kete (basket woven from flax) symbolises the receptacle into which we gather the wisdom that we pick up on our journey
through life. What we gather we can share with others and they can choose to put it in their own kete. In this manner the rich heritage of
knowledge has been orally passed from generation to generation without a written word.)
Ref: Esoteric learning of the Maori - Barlow C Tikenga Wakaaro
Hokia na whakaaro ki onamata, hei whakau onaianei, kia anamata
Look to the past, so that you may consolidate the present, and look to the future
Theme of flag made by Te Whaiti and Minginui school children for display at the Tuhoe exhibition, Te Papa Nov 2001
Naku te rourou, nau te rourou, ka ora te manuhiri
With my basket and your basket the visitors will be satisfied (see kete above)
When you realise you've made a mistake, take immediate steps to correct it.
When you lose, don't lose the lesson.
Rapua te ara tika mou ake.
Search for the path that is right for you.

Maori proverb
The Dalai Lama
Maori Proverb

We trained hard - but it seemed that every time we were beginning to form up into teams we would be re-organised. I was to learn
later in life that we tend to meet any new situation by re-organising; and a wonderful method it can be for creating the illusion of
progress, while producing confusion, inefficiency and demoralisation".
Petronius Arbiter 210 BC
.
Learn the rules so you know how to break them properly.
The Dalai Lama
I have come to coin what is an essential truth of management, if not of life, and that is that they all look like a failure in the middle.
Expect reaction when thingsstart happening; that is when the threats emerge, up to then it is all just rhetoric Rosabeth Moss-Kanter

2.
Teamwork

Ehara taku toa, i te toa takitahi engari he toa takitini.
My strength is not from myself alone, but from the strength of the group.

Maori Proverb

Putake
(Roots)

He toa takatini toku toa, ehara I te toa takitahi
My bravery is of many, It is not the bravery of one

Maori Proverb

1.
Leadership
Kakano
(Seed)

0.
Undercurrent
Kore
(Chaos)

Karl Marx was right – He said the world would change when the people own the means of production…They own it now in
organisations that rely on intellectual capital, knowledge and skills...They have it in their brains and can walk out at any time. We’ve
turned our organisations upside down, so that the leader is now the servant of the means of production. You earn the respect of the
people over whom you exercise authority, and if you don’t get that respect, you don’t have authority”
Charles Handy
The most powerful leaders are those who know how to give away their power (and recognition)
Source Unknown
Ma mua ka kite a muri: ma muri ka ora a mua.
Those who lead give sight to those who follow; those behind give the lifeforce to those ahead.
He Kakano ruia mai a Rangiatea
He Kakano is a seed, Rangiatea is the whenua that IO Matua Kore built his whare on Te Toi o Nga Rangi
or in the highest heaven. One interpretation is every child is born a leader in his/her own right but you must
nurture and feed the seed in order for it to grow strong and tall.
Maori Proverbs
Those who call themselves leaders must give all that is needed – No less will do – to create a world fit for children
From “ The state of the Worlds Children 2002 UN report
Life is a challenge, not a truce
Tama Te Teira – Kaumatua Te Whaiti 1960’s
We have a saying “Tuutuutanga o te puehu” – The stirring up of the dust. The place to do this is on the marae, here we bring out
the issues, but it is peaceful when we move inside the wharenui to whaikorero [discussion to reach a new level of understanding]
Late Pita Iraia Senior Kaumatua Te Whaiti 2002
Innovation is about play and irreverence. Playing with ideas, having fun, challenging assumptions, and irreverence to somebody
else’s tradition. Remember; one person’s innovation is another person’s headache. Rosabeth Kanter, Harvard Bus Sch

Insanity: is doing the same thing over and over again expecting a different outcome
The best way to predict the future …. Is to invent it now
Remember that not getting what you want is sometimes a wonderful stroke of luck.
Open your arms to change, but don't let go of your values.
Take into account that great love and great achievements involve great risk.

Sources unknown

The Dalai Lama
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Tipu Ake ki te Ora – A view from the Te Whaiti wharenui (best read from bottom)
Tipu Ake is a model based on organic indigenous wisdom that has been passed down orally for many generations
On the Tipu Ake retreat held on the Murumurunga Marae at Te Whaiti on 16-18 Aug 2002, guests slept in Wharepakau, the
carved meeting house. We were excited to find that the kowhaiwhai panels on the rear wall, painted when it was constructed
in the 1930’s, depicted symbolically the top six levels of the Tipu Ake Model.
(The seed sprouting at the leadership level has provided us with the Tipu Ake Logo.)

N. ORA
Wellbeing
Ngahua
(fruits)
Here we saw a balance in all directions, with the young and the future nurtured and carried
forward by the strength and wisdom of the past.

5.
Wisdom
Puawaitana
(flowers)
Here we saw the old beginning to fall away in the process of aging, but sheltering flowers
opening upwards, encapsulating the patterns of life in their seeds for regeneration.

4.
Sensing
Pua
(branches)
Here we saw a reaching outwards, an opening of the mind to gather in signals from the
present; the bounty and knowledge that is freely available to all who would listen.

3.
Process
Tinana
(Trunk)
Here we learnt from the horizontal pattern, that this level is the canopy, (supported by the
trunk) which nurtures juvenile growth below. It appears as a barrier to adolescent ideas that
seek a way through it, then becomes a support to those that find their space and penetrate it.

2.
Teamwork
Putake
(Roots)
Here we saw the support forming around the growing idea, incubating it and providing shared
strength and leadership for its upward journey.

1.
Leadership
Kakano
(Seed)

Here we saw the ideas germinating, competing for space and seeking a path, with the central
one having the courage to turn itself (and its ideas) upside down and thus grow upwards.

0.
Undercurrent
Kore (Soil)
(nothingness
as well as
everythingness)

There was no pattern for this level- it is the fertile soil, from which all life and ideas grow. Te
Kore, the beginning of our universe, is a place of chaos; both nothingness and everythingness.
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The Tipu Ake Lifecycle – A contemporary science / ancient wisdom view.
Much scientific and management thinking today looks to the organic rules of nature to help unravel our world of complexity,
interconnectedness and apparent chaos. Indigenous wisdom from New Zealand passed on orally and in song for over 67 generations
(around 1000 years) helps us put this in perspective. Extracts below from Song of Waitaha, - The history of the Waitaha Nation– New
Zealand’s early peoples. ISBN 0-9583378, Publisher Ngatapuwai Trust. Reprinted 2003 and available at www.songofwaitaha.co.nz

N. ORA
Wellbeing
Ngahua
(fruits)

5.
Wisdom
Puawaitana
(flowers)

4.
Sensing
Pua
(branches)

3.
Process
Tinana
(Trunk)

2.
Teamwork
Putake
(Roots)

When we raise our children with the wairua [spirit] to hear the plants grow and open their minds to touch the
stars; that is Waitaha. When our gardens cover the nakedness of Papatuanuku [the earth] with the peace of
Rongo Marae Roa [God of Peace] and the Kumura [sweet potato] are abundant; that is Waitaha. When the
waters are shaped to nurture fish, and birds are plentiful; that is Waitaha. When Arai Te Uru [sharing /
trading canoe] sails again and again with Kumura for the Nation; that is Waitaha.. Song of Waitaha, p133
Each mind is a different mind. Each sings a different song. The physical mind is fixed in the everyday and
the ordinary by narrow trails. The spirit mind travels the trails of the Wairua [lifeforce] of the stars and finds
its truth in joining the Mind Song of Tai Atea.[the Heavens; stream of all knowing]. Only when star and
stone are held together in one hand is the mind truly at one with the beginning and end of Tai Atea. Only
then do we know the oneness of the Universe and walk the deep trail of wisdom where everything is possible.
For the Mind Song is without end; it joins with the ancestors to know the completeness of the circle of the
dream Song of Waitaha p189
In science today we are witnessing a general shift away from the assumption that the fundamental nature of
matter can be considered from the point of view of substances [particles, quanta] to the concept that the
fundamental nature of the material world is knowable only through its underlying patterns and waveforms.
Both our organs of perception and the phenomenal world we perceive seem to be best understood as systems
of pure pattern, or as geometric structures of form and proportion. Therefore, when many ancient cultures
chose to examine reality through the metaphors of geometry and music [music being the study of the
proportional laws of sound frequency], they were already very close to the position of our most contemporary
science. From Sacred Geometry by Robert Lawlor
The evolution and sustainability of complex systems includes the natural and necessary processes of
destruction and renewal. The ecocycle framework invites leaders to think about what they need to
deliberately destroy or stop doing to facilitate the renewal of their work [in health care]. Drawing from
biological systems, the ecocycle also suggests a need for a “healthy” organisation or system to have parts (or
aspects) that of the organisation in every phase of the ecocycle. Diversity in the phases of the ecocycle is
crucial for the sustainability of a complex adaptive system. From Lifecycle to Ecocycle: Brenda Zimmerman,
York University, Canada http://www.plexusinstitute.com/edgeware/archive/think/main_aides9.html
Children are born of many trails and follow the pull of many tides:
- Some have active minds filled with curiosity ... examine … and ask questions. They carry the knowledge
- Some are the wanderers who yearn for new trails ….. They become the explorers and navigators
- Others are restless. They find release in heavy work In their strength we are fed.
- Within the restless ones are those who hurt and maim their brothers. They run the trail of the ‘lost ones’
- Some sit and look out on the world and are drawn to the warmth of fires. They are the seed of families.
We encourage them to follow the flow of the waters, and when they are tall enough set them free to choose
their own life trail. Song of Waitaha (p183)

1.
Leadership

Our chiefs held different kete [knowledge baskets] but worked as one. Three spars lashed in a triangle stand
strongest against wave and wind. That is how we bound the power of those who led us on the ocean trails.

Kakano
(Seed)

When the trail closed in and the dark clouds gathered, Kaihautu, Ariki and Tohunga met to share their
knowledge and decide as one. The talk included all of the crew if our leaders sought wider counsel. Then the
sea anchor went out and each had the right to rise and speak.
If there was no common way we turned to the Commander who sat on the platform that joined the two hulls.
Life and death was in his hands for he held the knife to cut the chords that bound us together and sink the
waka. We sailed bravely and truly, for Nuku Tawhiti was our Commander. Song of Waitaha p71

0.
Undercurrent
Kore
(Nothingness and
everythingness)

And the fires of war seared the land. And our Tupuna [ancestors] looked behind the rising waves of pain and
out to the stars, and in the words of binding prophecy proclaimed…
‘Walk in the shadows, hide in the waters, move in the mists, step behind the rainbow to save the Taonga
[treasure]. Protect our ancestors. Hold the truth close and warm it with brave hearts, for pain will consume
the land and the circle of our dreams will be broken. All will seem lost beyond recall
Kia Kaha! Be Strong! And the day will come when the taonga will be revealed once more. And we will
walk tall with the knowledge in the kete and find joy in the colours of the rainbow. And the fires of truth
will burn into the hearts of all the people of the land. And they will find the trails of gentleness and peace.
Kahuri te Ao… the world turns And the circle of our dreamtime takes a new shape for a new dawn. And
the people of all colours join to bind what was broken and live in hope. Song of Waitaha (p11)
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The Tipu Ake Lifecycle - A Project Management view
N. Wellbeing
Ngahua
(fruits)

5. Wisdom
Puawaitana
(flowers)

4. Sensing
Pua
(branches)

3. Process
Tinana
(Trunk)

2. Teamwork
Putake
(Roots)

1. Leadership
Kakano
(Seed)
(See also page 31 story
on Scott and Amundsen
and their race to the
South Pole)

0. Undercurrent
Kore (Chaos)

(best read from bottom)

The nearest thing to this state of Ora is the concept of Customer Outcomes – what ongoing benefits will be gained after the
specified project outputs have been delivered? Most Project Management knowledge to date does not really address this level,
as it starts with the assumption that a project process at level 3 is set up to deliver a specified output. If this is delivered on time
and on budget then that is often counted as success, even if it provides no outcomes.
This is the level where collective wisdom is accumulated. This is then used to illuminate and overcome problems the project
team senses before they actually hit. It is also the seeds that are passed down to future projects so they can quickly rise
through the levels. Templates, closeout reports and other such knowledge bases are part of this, but these are overshadowed
by people who know how to share their wisdom and specialist knowledge to open new opportunities every day.
This is the collective sensing of all external, internal, project and organisational factors. (KPI’s project metrics and tracking may
be a subset of this) When a member of the project senses an issue, the team listens, tries to locate information to confirm or
deny it, then takes instant action. The two items that should be constantly sensed are:
•
What is the probability that our specified project outputs will deliver the required customer outcomes (wellbeing)?
•
What is the probability that our project process will deliver the specified project outputs on time and to budget?
This is the level when we rely on the team’s methods and collective resources to get the project done. It gets us mixed up with
the politics, culture, procedures and policies of the organisation. How effective our project is will largely depend on whether the
structure and culture of the organisation supports it - the project sponsor and the charter may be critically important here.
•
There is a danger that the organisation and its processes will be threatened by the existence of a radical project team that
is questioning assumptions, gathering information, learning quickly, stepping over boundaries and wanting to change or
bypass some long established protocols. To get past this, a project team needs to proceed quickly to level 4 sensing,
where it develops and uses its team wisdom Level 5 to ensure it gets the support it needs from “the system”.
•
Projects need to be wary as they get into this stage. They may get all the verbal organisational messages of support and
develop a false sense of security. Later they may find that right in the middle of the project, support resources and
funding starts drying up. So get to operate at level 4 and sense what is going on around you.
•
This is the level where people start talking about project offices. If it’s the top management wanting to put a top down
system in to give visibility and control over the portfolio of projects and resources, beware. It is likely to work only if
project teams have developed the trust to operate at level 4 and 5, as they will then ensure that it adds support, learning
and value rather than complexity and rigidity – otherwise it fails and all go back to level 0 to find a new path upward.
This is where we build the team and structure around the project, getting the commitment of a range of people. Here we will
probably find them reflecting on their achievements and searching for common knowledge and process tools (eg the Project
Management Body of Knowledge - PMBOK), to help organise, plan, break the work down and optimise use of resources.
•
Some will grow the roots in the form of a team to take the project forward. A well-rooted team will establish and
maintain its linkages back to the remainder of the organisation, sponsors, customers and supplier partners. This two way
communication path will make the transition through level 3 easier and using the branches so formed will facilitate sensing
at level 4, then the accumulation of collective wisdom at level 5 Leadership may be contributed by any member of the
team, not just one person.
Other Project Managers may take an autocratic stance preventing them capitalising on the diversity, strengths and
•
creativity of their team members. This is a poison, likely to result in poor team motivation, performance and little ability to
handle unknown situations, so they quickly fall back to level 0 where they can again be the hero, fighting against all odds
and carrying the burden.
This seems like it is the domain of the traditional Project Manager. The “ hero” that the organisation appoints who has the ability
to deliver something despite the chaos that surrounds the project. There is no doubt that this is a role that requires courage: it
seems like madness being set amidst a collection of stakeholders who may not subscribe to the project vision and who often
control the resources required to do the work. But, leadership is not the domain of one person, anyone can contribute it.
•
Some will take a leadership stance; and grow the seed of the project quickly through the next levels by providing the
vision for their team (which will probably not all report directly to them) and stakeholders. This is the path of
understanding outcomes and thinking before acting; feasibility analysis where information is gathered, assumptions are
questioned, the risks and alternative paths are identified, planned and assessed before anyone starts any physical work.
•
Some take an organisational or methodology approach; (trying to jump to level 3), for example, by recruiting their own
dedicated project team over whom they have direct control. This means they can distance themselves from their
stakeholders and get on with the process of delivering the project output they have specified. Even before they deliver, it
is highly likely that their stakeholders (often their customers) will question whether they are likely to receive the outcomes
expected from the project. Because the project did not establish its supporting roots at level 2, it risks project sabotage or
marginalisation by the rest of the organisation, toppling the tree and returning it to level 0 = failure. If this project dares to
do a post project review, they will probably talk of “customers not knowing what they wanted” and suggest setting up a
Corporate Project Office to handle the prioritisation and resource issues they claim caused the delivery problems.
•
Some take the “Just do it” project hero stance; flying into the project with gusto and somehow driving others along with
them, taking risks that often get them into some scary situations on the way. They probably will not pass level 1, and
regularly fall back to level 0 = chaos where our hero can again show off the poisoning firefighting skills he is famed for.
This is the chaos or recycling level where the old is broken down to grow the new. This is both the resting ground of failed
projects, and the birthplace of innovation. This is where we find the courage to go to uncover issues and exploit opportunities.

Exploiting Opportunity and Managing Risks:
Sensing the “Pest” (reactive) paths of Tipu Ake warns us of potential risks to our project and triggers proactive actions to prevent us going down them.
Much more importantly the “Bird” (proactive) paths move our thinking right past zero risk to seek positive opportunity. Here we take a radical approach,
questions our assumptions gather information and delve into the undercurrents to explore the new ideas, (the seeds of and innovation) that take us from the
“Safety of the known” into the “Did not know that we did not know” areas of knowledge, building our collective wisdom on the way.
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The Tipu Ake Lifecycle - An Opportunity view (beyond Risk Management)
A Knowledge Pie Chart

(Expanded from a keynote talk by Nick Bontis, Smartnet Conference, Christchurch, NZ 1999)

What we know (this is our comfort zone)
What we know we don’t know (we know where to find this if we need it)
What we don’t know we don’t know (the place of new ideas and opportunity)

What we think we know but really don’t (assumptions that expose us to risk)
Professional bodies of knowledge we keep within our club, (to keep others out ?)
(We need to be sure it is still valid in a fast changing world… if not unlearn it.)
What we know (wisdom and intuition) but often don’t acknowledge we know it

unlearn

Knowledge may be either explicit (hard, codified, data) or tacit (soft, unwritten)
Success in the knowledge economy depends on “connections” not “collections”

Going beyond risk to explore opportunity: Traditional Project Management focuses on identifying risks (X below) in
the execution phase of a project then reducing their probability and their impact. Tipu Ake turns the conventional Risk matrix
upside down and encourages us to think beyond the origin into the positive sector of opportunity (Y below) in the initiation phase.

Opportunity
Probability high
med
low

Impact
low

0

Y

Benefit

low med high

med
high

X
high

med

low

Risk
Probability

Opportunity to influence project outcomes: Is highest at the early feasibility stage where assumptions are questioned
and radical thinking can occur before physical work starts. Things that are not done right at the start get exponentially harder to
fix as time goes on, all is “rework” wasted effort. Project heroes (fire-fighters) may appear to seem to sort out the mess later.
In Tipu Ake terms this is establishing the roots before trying to grow the tree. – Te Whaiti School helps its children do this.
An Example form public health - Rheumatic Fever

Opportunity to influence outcome

The cost of fixing something not done
right at the start gets exponentially
worse with time. The red area is
rework and adds no value. (All the
glamour is in the ambulance at the
bottom of the cliff; the health industry
“heroes” are in hi tech heart
operations)

Cost of Rectification

time

Health strategy
Public education
Throat swabbing
Throat treatment
Rheumatic Fever
Heart operations
Death of citizens

The ability to influence outcomes is high
at the start but quickly drops off, yet
funding here is not high. (Those Initial
proactive activities also bring other
multiple opportunities. eg the ability to
remove the impact of other diseases too)

time

Another case study - The Te Whaiti School bus
As a risk management initiative the NZ Ministry of Education asked all schools to identify barriers to student learning. Part funding for a school
bus was approved because many of the 56 students were having to leave as early as 7.00am and not getting home until around 6.00pm, an
inappropriate demand on both them and supervising staff. But The Te Whaiti school board thought beyond risk, and saw many more
opportunities from a bus to counter their isolation. A big band of whanau (family) now accompany school teams competing in Rotorua on
Saturdays - providing a day out and doubling as a supermarket stop for the shop-less and public transport-less locals. This win–win
arrangement means that teachers can concentrate on student learning; all extracurricular activities and fundraising are now organised by
parents.
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The Tipu Ake Lifecycle - Intellectual Capital view - Who has the knowledge?
n.

Well-being
(Global)
The concept of Ora

The outcomes sought by the Environment, Country,
Community, Family, Organisation, Teams, and Individuals.
(In many cases the stated mission or vision of an organisation is
contradicted by the management behaviours or the group culture)
Here intellectual capital is the collective vision / knowledge that
ensures survival and a well future for future generations (Ora).

5. Wisdom
(Collective)

Collective wisdom is developed at all levels as a result of the
collective sensing and reflective learning processes. Wisdom
often comprises soft (implicit, emotional, tacit) items that may
be supported by explicit hard knowledge. It embodies the values
of the culture and is often stored and reproduced as stories, song,
art, images, rituals (It is the key asset / tool of oral cultures).
Here intellectual capital is that collective wisdom which
differentiates the organisation, the team and individuals from
all others in its environment or market. It belongs to the group.

4. Sensing
(Collective)

Collective sensing is carried out by many individuals to ensure
that environmental changes, performance targets and risks are
identified, monitored, then shared and assessed by the group.
Collective sensing cannot happen without teamwork Level 2).
The intellectual capital is that of the group which proactively
senses (much more that just reactive measurement) to find
opportunities or manage risks` well before the event.

3. Process
(Organisational)

The Organisation establishes its own unique intellectual capital:
the processes and procedures required to undertake its work.
1. Management processes that support the project / process
itself (eg policies, organisational structures, support
services, cultures, partnerships)
2. Technical processes that deliver the product / service (eg
software development, education, healthcare, government,
construction, sport. It includes procedures and templates)
Intellectual capital here is mainly hard data (explicit, database)

2. Teamwork
(Project)

A coalition of people “buy into” the vision and a project team
develops. Intellectual capital is their ability to work together
sharing their talents and knowledge, to build structure around it.
They may often borrow known public knowledge (intellectual
capital) to help them (eg Teambuilding, project management
tools, bodies of knowledge, best practices)

1. Leadership
(Individuals)

One or more Individuals (temporary project heroes) use their
own ability and knowledge to address issues, project a new
vision, gather followers and initiate a change that makes
something new happen The intellectual capital is the individual
knowledge, skills and power of the individuals to get the support
of others who value it. It does not belong to the organisation)

0. Undercurrent
(Chaos)

At this level the intellectual capital, energy, knowledge and new
ideas are present swirling around but not focused until someone
drums up the courage to lead a change. This chaos is the acid,
fire, water and organisms that break down the hard shells,
allowing ideas and visions to germinate.

Intellectual Capital is different from Copyright. (Tipu Ake example)
Intellectual capital represents the intrinsic value of knowledge based on its economic value to others who may want to use it. It belongs where it originates (eg in
this case a unique place; Te Whaiti Nui-a-Toi ). Copyright applies to a document (eg this one) that describes it and is normally retained by the author, unless
assigned elsewhere (in this case by Peter Goldsbury back to Te Whaiti Nui-a-Toi.). The Tipu Ake Lifecycle belongs at Te Whaiti Nui-a-Toi , is not for sale and it
can never ever be taken from that place. Ngati Whare - the Maori people and children of Te Whaiti (tangata whenua) will remain forever its kaitiaki (guardians).
The Tipu Ake lifecycle wisdom has been gifted freely to the world to be used for the wellbeing all of its future children, in trust that users will acknowledge it with a
koha (gift they can afford) based on the value the knowledge contained is to them. A koha is a very special form of gifting (or trading by trust) that allows one
to share ones treasures and wealth with another in a Win – Win fashion. When it was suggested to the school board chairman that the likes of Bill Gates at
Microsoft could find it valuable and may want to pay millions to get hold of it, he replied “Tell him we don’t want his money; just tell him to give his technology for
our [and all] children.” The people of Te Whaiti are unconcerned about unscrupulous users who may try to steal it, sell it, or not acknowledge its use. They wisely
observe; “If they do, then they have not even begun to understand the model, its values, or the concept of Ora, so it will be of no use to them anyway”
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Tipu Ake – A Transformational Leadership / Change Management view
This page was inspired by reflecting on two real world events, both of which involved an innovative team of volunteers with
a strong vision seeking process level support from a larger organisation to take their projects forward and deliver outcomes.
(1) Te Whaiti school and community members faced with presenting to and negotiating with the Ministry of Education a
proposal for the merging of the two schools in their valley; their strategy for further improvements to education for their
community challenged convention and existing policies so needed special Ministry approval.
(2) The Tipu Ake team discussions with AUT about a possible joint application for government funding to support the large
amount of voluntary work being by students and staff at AUT, Te Whaiti and elsewhere. This fell well outside
conventional university research protocols.
Change Management is normally seen as the process by which the executives of an organisation instigate and action the
internal change deemed necessary for the future of an organisation. This takes place largely at The Tipu Ake process level
(L3). In most cases is involves re-organisation and process changes that invariably attract opposition.
Transformational Leadership is normally seen as the actions of “the leader” of an organisation that result in the
organisation following down a new path. It is more likely to be a smoother process where people contribute to the change.
Tipu Ake leadership is not confined to one person, but is shared within the team. A Tipu Ake team can quickly rise to the
higher levels and promote radical change, but for this to be sustained it requires an innovative organisational culture at level
3, that encourages others to try new things and trusts them with the consequences of success and failure. An organisation
must understand and be prepared to promote action on all Tipu Ake levels if it is to sustain teams operating at high levels
within it. The most powerful senior “transformational leaders” understand this and give away (share) their knowledge and
power widely, thus promoting self-sustaining centres of learning and confidence within their organisation.

Making a Team Proposal : If a team is required to sell a new and different idea to its parent or another organisation,
then the Tipu Ake model suggests a possible structure for doing this. This may depend on whether the proposal involves
radical transformation (moving from the undercurrents) or improvement (from a state of relative wellbeing). The following
examples indicate by indents a possible order and some examples of typical content for such a presentation.
(a) Transformation required
From a state of Chaos (Level 0)
Example: Preserving our Environment
N. ORA Well-being
Ngahua
(fruits)
5. Wisdom
Puawaitana
(flowers)

Outcomes: Can we agree on what wellbeing
means for the environment, what outcomes we
expect and what indicators will show us we a
are getting near to them. (See page 33)
Values: What are the values that dictate how
we can go about achieving the outcomes we
seek. (Does the ends justify the means or are
there some greater issues in play)

4. Sensing
Pua
(branches)

Sensibility check: Are the outputs
that we plan to deliver and the things
we are measuring likely to provide
the outcomes we all expect?

3. Process
Tinana
(Trunk)

Project outputs: What are the actual
things that we need to start making this
happen and when, how will we track
our progress towards achieving them.

2. Teamwork
Putake
(Roots)

Commitment: . Do we have the support
al all those that can help us. Do we
understand why other stakeholders do not,
and try find ways to enlist them?

1. Leadership
Kakano
(Seed)

Vision: we need to work towards a better place for
our children and their future childrens.
Courage: We can’t just pass the problem off to
others; only we can start to do something about this.

0. Undercurrents
Kore
(Chaos)

Chaos: All the signs are that the environment is under
threat, we see greenhouse effects and many species are
in peril,. Irresponsible people are polluting it, short
term commercial exploitation is counterproductive.

(b) Improvement Required
From a state of relative wellbeing (Level 7)
Example: Improving Education in Te Whaiti
Outcomes: We are focussed on just one thing here and
that is to give our children and thus the community the
best choices for their futures. We use this as a focus to
overcome any barriers
Values: These are the traditional things that our
community values. Respect for all life, Diversity,
Community, Learning,,,, They underpin all we do
and are what we want our children to role model.
Sensing: Parents are very pleased with what this
school has offered their children but have some
serious concerns about what high school options
they will have when they leave here
Plan: We have looked at what we need and this
is our plan for making the education services for
all in our community even more effective. This
is aligned with the national vision for education.
Teamwork: We have worked together on
this plan and have the total support of our
community for it. We need you to join our
team and support us in making it happen
Vision: This is a summary of our vision
for the future and the support that we need
to have from you to allow us to make it
happen.
Issues: Now what are the difficulties
that you see we must still face and if we
can show you how we can overcome
them, do we have your support.
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The Tipu Ake Lifecycle – Belbin Team RoleTM view (best read from bottom)
The Belbin team role model identifies nine different team roles that are normally required for a balanced team. If we define
leadership as the force that takes the project forward at any stage, then we can use the team roles to encourage people with
the style appropriate to each Tipu Ake level. (These are typical roles only.)

N. ORA
Wellbeing
Ngahua
(fruits)

5.
Wisdom
Puawaitana
(flowers)

4.
Sensing
Pua
(branches)

3. Process
Tinana
(Trunk)

2.
Teamwork
Putake
(Roots)

1.
Leadership
Kakano
(Seed)

0.
Undercurrent
Kore
(Chaos)

For day to day survival traditional organisations assess wellness mainly in numerical terms
(example profits, share value, deliveries, growth.) so Monitor Evaluators and Shapers are
often are strongly involved. Plants, Implementers, Team Workers and Coordinators are
likely to add the dimensions of care of the future environment, life styles / workplaces and of
longer term wellbeing.
All team roles participate in building up collective wisdom. Often the Completer Finisher,
Monitor Evaluator and Implementer may be key ensuring that the job is finished, evaluated
so the lessons are learned and documented to make next time more effective. This is stored
knowledge, but wisdom is more in non-analytical terms, involves other roles and values.
The most effective collective sensing occurs when a range of people with different
experiences and skills each look at an opportunity or issue from their own perspective and
share their knowledge with others.
1.

The Implementer - organised – very interested in and senses the processes

2.

The Coordinator – motivating - senses team performance and clarifies it’s vision

3.

The Shaper – hard driving - always focussed on and sensing progress

4.

The Plant - creative – likes to explore new ideas, senses outside the square.

5.

The Resource Investigator – outgoing – sensing via a network of external contacts

6.

The Monitor Evaluator – analytical – gathers, evaluates and senses information

7.

The Team Worker – Diplomatic, likes fun, fairness, good at sensing others feelings

8.

The Completer Finisher – Meticulous – likes to see a job complete, senses quality

9.

The Specialist – Knowledgeable – works in technical areas, senses technology etc

If there is a process to be developed or maintained we find the Implementer and Specialists
will stand out. The Monitor Evaluator is likely to assist in setting up Key Performance
Indicators (KPI’s), collecting data and measuring the ongoing performance of the process.
The Teamworkers, are important at the stage of building an effective team. They sense the
state of interpersonal relationships and feel the start of potential conflict, often having subtle
ways of resolving it. Example: “Lets go out for lunch”. For teams that must work with
others outside the group, customers and suppliers, the Resource Investigator can play a
strong networking role. The lateral thinking Plant helps the team get around blockages.
The Shaper initially forms a good magnet for those that find courage attractive, to get the
project off the ground. However courage alone does not necessarily move anyone forward for
long unless things are seen to be happening. It is then that some vision is required to get
people to follow and this is where the Coordinator, is likely to assume the lead, always
pointing others to the vision, outcomes and wellbeing Example: Martin Luther King “I have
a dream”, and he spells out what the future could look like for others to follow. The
Coordinator ensures all other other team roles are encouraged to take the lead as required.
People remain oppressed in the undercurrent (or state of Chaos) until such time as they decide
that the frustration is intolerable. It is often a Shaper (terrier, or even terrorist) with the
ability to raise the issues and drive action that some people find attractive as a leader at this
point. Example: Whina Cooper’s courage in marching to Parliament attracted followers.

TM

To provide a team role assessment, Belbin provides “InterplaceTM”, a human resource management expert system that uses a
series of carefully designed questions asked of the person being assessed and another set of questions asked of workmates who
know the person well.
For information on Interplace, to apply team role analysis in your organisation, or for individual assessments contact Belbin Associates, 52
Burleigh Street, Cambridge, England, CB1 1DJ, England. Ph (0223) 60895, fax (0223) 68746, www/belbin.com. or in NZ: Winston Pond,
Leadership Solutions Ltd., PO Box 10-214, Auckland. ph (09) 623 3056, fax (09) 623 3065, email info@leadershipsolutions.co.nz
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The Tipu Ake Lifecycle – A Geert Hofstede Cultural Dimensions view
Geert Hofstede carried out extensive research in the 1970’s in a multinational (IBM) operating in a wide range of different
countries, with the aim of identifying the cultural differences in each to determine how this effected organisational style and
performance. His research was presented in an article “Motivation, Leadership and Organisation: Do American Theories
Apply Abroad?” Organisational Dynamics. Summer 1980 © AMACOM
This and his subsequent research covering more than forty different countries, analyses culture in five dimensions:
Power Distance:
Individualism:
Masculinity:
Uncertainty Avoidance:
Long term Orientation:

The extent to which lower members accept the power others have over them (Hierarchy)
Standing alone -versus collectivism, the degree to which people work in groups. (Support)
Assertive and competitive behaviour - versus femininity, modest and caring tendencies. (Roles)
Indicates the extent to which members feel uncomfortable in unstructured situations. (Risk)
Deals with long term virtues and values - versus short term social negotiations. (Future)

These, together with his international cultural research data, can be useful to help us understand the cultural environment that
is most likely to support the use of Tipu Ake in organisations as follows:

N. ORA
Wellbeing

Long term Orientation focusing on outcomes is essential to the concept of Ora -Wellbeing

Ngahua (fruits)

(This does not mean a vision of something woolly and too far into the future – but rather
something that helps us decide on short term outputs that will be seen to be taking us there.

5. Wisdom

Reasonable Short term Orientation is required for us to take actions in the present.

Puawaitana
(flowers)

(This does not mean that we always think short term – we take our values and learn from our
past to better understand the present and allow us to move towards the future we want).

4. Sensing

Higher Femininity and intuition is needed to understand what is really going on around us.

Pua
(branches)

(This does not mean that intuition rules and we “fire from the hip” - but rather we use it to
sense uncertainty, then gather and analyse information to either support or deny our senses.

3. Process

Higher Masculinity and assertiveness is needed to enforce structure and drive outputs.

Tinana
(Trunk)

(This should not mean that processes are so rigid that they slow down, block new ideas and
force innovators to waste energy finding other or informal ways around the processes)

2. Teamwork

Low Individualism - to maintain the diversity, morale and collective support of the team

Putake
(Roots)

(This does not mean that we suppress individuality – but rather we accept that all bring
different strengths, and perspectives that we can identity and exploit within our team)

1. Leadership

Low Power Distance - to build the team trust that allows leadership to be shared.

Kakano
(Seed)

(This does not mean that we do not have powerful leadership – but rather that we allow the
leadership to be taken up by the most effective and powerful person for the current situation)

0. Undercurrent

Low Uncertainty Avoidance - to find the courage to see new opportunities in chaos.

Kore
(Chaos)

(This does not mean we take stupid risks, but rather that we use the knowledge and diversity
of all team members to ensure that the risks are identified at the start and safely managed)

The Te Whaiti culture exhibits almost all of the preferred dimensions listed above, hence the success that led to the creation of Tipu Ake. Having said this,
the school team will recount many instances of where their innovation was seen to be frustrated mainly at the process (institutional) level.
New Zealand was born of Polynesian and European pioneers who exposed themselves to uncertainty and risk, often coming to escape high power distances
(and many migrants / refugees still do). They established communities as they could not survive in the harsh environment as individuals. Women in NZ were the first in the
world to receive the vote. This long term heritage and its values is an asset that prepares us to be pioneers in the knowledge economy.
Geert established IRIC The Institute on Intercultural Cooperation located at Tilburg University, Netherlands.
You can find him at http://cwis.kub.nl/~fsw_2/iric/hofstede/index.htm
Some of his books include:
Cultures and Organizations: Software of the Mind 279 pages. New York: McGraw-Hill USA, 1997, ISBN 0-07-029307-4
Paperback only. Earlier published by McGraw-Hill UK, London 1991. Revised edition. An easily readable overview of my theories for a student and general readership.
Translated into 16 languages.
Culture's Consequences: Comparing Values, Behaviors, Institutions and Organizations Across Nations, 2nd Edition 596 pages.
Thousand Oaks CA: Sage Publications, 2001, hardcover only. ISBN 0-8039-7323-3.
An entirely re-written version of the 1980 scholarly book in which I first exposed my theories. 60% of the literature reviewed is from after 1980.
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The Tipu Ake Lifecycle – An Organisational Application view
A. Applications:
The model can be applied to established organisations, growing organisations, project teams, product development, social organisations,
sports teams or any other situation (including nations) where a group of people are required to make something new happen. Much of the
thinking is also applicable to promoting individual development, but its real strength is beyond that in growing leaderful teams.
B. Use of the model - The organisational self assessment questionnaire
A self assessment questionnaire for the model is available (p 29). This allows individuals or groups of people to assess their own
organisation by answering questions based on what the “collective wisdom” of the organisation would say, not their individual
perspectives. The assessment model is not a blind one where the intent of the questions is camouflaged. Instead it is action focussed,
highlighting and separating the behaviours that the model specifies as reactive (pests) or proactive (birds).
C. Top Down vs Bottom up Implementation?
Top down: If a hierarchical organisation applies this using a top down approach, it is unlikely that they will be successful if they try to aim
for more than one level above where they currently are. (e.g. The Minister and Department of Education had almost no chance of
directing Te Whaiti school to succeed using its traditional level 3 processes and performance measures. When this failed it’s back up
process would be to appoint a temporary level 1 commissioner to replace the board with the very hard task of getting level 2 support.
1.
2.

3.

This explains why many business process re-engineering and change management projects which try to jump from chaos to level
3 fail, undermined by a undercurrent (resistance) that takes it own path via level 1 (leadership) and level 2 (solidarity).
Organisations which manage their performance primarily on profit are attempting to jump to level 4 (the measuring component
of sensing only). They may appear to achieve the results expected through individual recognition of managers or by threats of
the consequences of failure, but may miss out on leadership, teamwork and outcomes because of values constraints.
A traditional business process driven by a Manager with a poor ability to lead people will have very little chance of mobilising
the collective sensing at level 4 required to develop the collective wisdom and partnerships at Level 5 needed in the knowledge
economy. We can’t get effective collective sensing without first going through teamwork.

Bottom up: A project team applying a customer outcome driven approach (bottom up) can very quickly move up to the highest levels
(e.g. Te Whaiti School because The NZ Ministry of Education’s “Tomorrows Schools” initiative enabled levels 1and 2)
A bottom up approach may threaten the “system”, which imposes a blocking process by imposing rigidity at Level 3 Process or by
imposing blocking measures at Level 4
Peter Blake gave Team NZ a clear vision (L1) and carefully chose strong team members (L2) who themselves defined their specialist
processes and attracted sponsorship (level 3) to achieve the collective sensing (L4) and collective wisdom (L5) that led to their success.
Peter then expanded his personal view of wellness from winning boat races and challenges, to a passion for saving the environment.
D. Application in local government and other reform processes.
Local Government and other reform has resulted in the amalgamation of many smaller administrations with the aim of getting economies
of scale. This level 3 (process) thinking has sometimes brought with it professional Managers - managing the process. This has often
come at the expense of level 0 (leadership) and level 1 (teamwork). We observe a diminishment of the strong sense of local community
and shared leadership that has been our “small town” pioneering tradition. We see the drift to large cities and the outsourcing of work to
large companies rather than supporting local communities. This trend is now being reversed as some large organisations realise they are
losing control, and communities like Te Whaiti move to take back their power, frustrated that “the system” has not been delivering.
D.

Mainstream compared with Maori management styles.

Mainstream western organisations have a tendency to be preoccupied by the process level 3 and the resultant short-term analytical
management measures that are used to control its outputs. They most often respond to change by reorganising. By contrast, Maori
organisations (Like Te Whaiti School) are likely to take a more holistic approach paying more attention to outcomes, and focusing on the
participative leadership that drives all levels, though sometimes a more weakly at the process / output evaluation level - Level 3
F. Describing your organisation’s vision of Wellbeing (ORA). (See page 34 for an example)
Each organisation can have its own definition of Well-being (e.g. Microsoft could define it as being the computer company that most
people in the world use, or the most wealthy one or whatever). Wellbeing should be expressed in terms and the words that participants
relate to including emotion and may well include some fuzziness.
However the model suggests that wellness involves values, ethics and behaviours that take into account not only business performance, but
also business sustainability, the natural environment, and the wellness of all people involved including customers, suppliers and society.
(Wellness does not condone success at the expense of destroying a community by overpowering its values, dis-empowering its
entrepreneurs or extracting its wealth, nor exploitation of child labour by suppliers or unsustainable damage to the natural environment).
This alone is the state embodied by the very holistic Maori concept of Ora; the wellbeing of our future children is central to this.
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The Tipu Ake Lifecycle - Chaos theory, complex system, ambiguity view
Chaos and complexity:

Notes from video: Understanding Chaos -The theory which imposes order within disorder

Mathematicians are discovering that chaos - the place where everything seems to be mixed up in a state of apparent instability, high
variability and interconnectness is described by a quite simple repetitively applied mathematical equations (eg distorted feedback - X2
+C=X) that are very dependent on their initial conditions. One of these is the Mandelbrott set. An example is the world's weather where
major effects and instability can be triggered by very small changes to initial conditions. In times of order there is a stable "attractor" that
holds the system steady, but as we move towards disorder (more variation) a frequency doubling is observed, until the system becomes
chaotic. The Lorenz Strange Attractor describes and drives this seemingly disordered and random state. Even within this apparent chaos
we observe some islands of order - examples are the eddies in turbulent (chaotic) flow in a wild river, cloud formation or weather pattern
that emerge interconnect and self-organise to grow into a more predictable state.
These equations manifest themselves as complex, very interconnected and repetitive patterns - Whereas a line drawn in a circle looks like a
straight line as you get closer and closer to it to it, a straight line is a shape that still looks straight the closer you get to it. Nature has no
straight lines - it is non-linear. Fractal Geometry is the study of the complex non-linear mathematical patterns that are rampant in nature
which have the characteristic of continually repeating the more you magnify them. If you distort these patterns mathematically (Afine
transformation), then drive them randomly, they revert back to the original stable pattern.
In the patterns that the mathematical models of chaos generate, we recognise many of the familiar repeating images of nature. eg cloud
formations, waves, growth forms eg fern leaf, (koru pattern) and even the Tipu Ake logo which is taken from the highly repetitive non
linear ancient Maori kowhaiwhai patterns. [The Tipu Ake Lifecycle level 0 - "Undercurrents" is about going down into this chaos,
capturing it's energy and diversity then finding and growing the new and powerful order in it.]

Tipu Ake parallels:
The first revelation about the positiveness of chaos was given to us by Tipene Olson, an 80 year old Maori elder who told of a place on the
Whirinaki River where the water used to swurl and spurt upwards and be warm at night, he said “ “Sick people used to swim in it”
Later, Don Theobald at a Tipu Ake Seminar related chaos to Tipu Ake, and pointed to Judy Petree's web pages which summarise this
thinking in “Chaos without the Math” (was at http://www.wfu.edu/~petrejh4/chaosind.htm.) Her writing summarises and describes:
In far-from-equilibrium complex systems, changes can frequently occur that upset the fine-tuning between the internal forces structuring
the system and the external forces that make up their environment. Most of the time, the finetuning allows the system to operate smoothly,
but when the perturbations escalate and the system is "stressed" beyond certain threshold limits, subtle indications of unrest crop up,
sometimes sudden non-linear "chaos" takes place. The subtle forms of chaos begin by aberrant behavior. The shift to an attractor or the
swing from one attractor to another causes the system to behave differently. What can be done when so many problems come upon us? Uri
Merry says a human system will have to give "more awareness, attention, and care ...to maintaining its internal ties and communication
networks”. Human decision-making has the unmistakable imprint of chaos on it. There are always so many assumptions and implications
to consider that it sometimes is quite overwhelming. It is here that a strange attractor aids in the decision making process. The strange
attractor might take the form of one’s belief system
Complex adaptive systems, like individuals, families, organizations, and nations, are able to survive and adapt more effectively in turbulent
environments, when they are functioning in a mode that is described as ‘the edge of chaos’. Stuart Kauffman and Christopher Langdon
speak of the edge of chaos as the place where systems are at their optimum performance potential. This edge of chaos seems to be... the
place where choices are made and bifurcations take place. It is the time and place when there are many options, many positive and
negative influences from these options, and a time of great mental turmoil for human systems. The American essayist and historian Henry
Adams (1858-1918) expressed the scientific meaning of "chaos" succinctly: "Chaos often breeds life, when order breeds habit".
In the Whirinaki Forest (see www.whirinaki.org.nz) near Te Whaiti in March 2003, a small stream demonstrated chaos theory. It started
with smooth clear flow, then as it went over an obstacle, the ripples started to form, they doubled in frequency and doubled again and
again, before turning into self organised bundles of swurling and chaotic eddies that later downstream merged and the flow again became
steady. That seemed to be a model for a group or organisation to help it get past an unfamiliar obstacle presented by its environment
The application of Chaos in an organisational context was confirmed by events that took place in Margaret Wheatley’s workshop stream at
the June 2003 Shambhala Institute of Authentic Leadership Summer School www.shambhalainstitute.com Here a group of 50 unfamiliar
people were dropped from a state of dependency and order into a state of chaos and left to get out of it. Many were frustrated and out of
their comfort zones. It seemed like we were in a whirlpool and desperately had to use all our energy to try to swim for the order of the
shore. Others thought that we had been put there for a reason so stubbornly hung loose. Amidst the turmoil and heated discussion we
noticed that seemingly small actions or statements by individuals in the group could cause very large positive or negative fluctuations in
behaviour and direction. Sharing, listening and reflecting on this experience brought many rich learnings to all.
Students of fluid dynamics, management (and life) could well learn from the Whirinaki River where its sparkling clear waters flow rapidly
through the deep Te Whaiti Nui-a-Toi canyon. When the smooth flow of the water diverts around large rocks protruding from the edge, its
local velocity speeds, so to maintain the energy balance, the pressure decreases and a mini whirlpool arises which sucks downwards. By
comparison when multiple current waves from the sides meet in the middle of the river causing chaotic eddies, the water velocities fall, the
pressure rises and the water moves upwards. [As many an explorer will tell about crossing rivers “dark water runs straight, deep and
dangerous, so a bit of time swimming in the midst the turbulence, having fun and looking for a better route out may be a much safer bet, or
as river rafters say “if you fall out relax and just enjoy it - float with your feet first and the river will wash you up on an nice beach later.
A book browsed in the Stockholm library in May 2003 highlighted the difference between Uncertainty (which you can reduce with more
information) and Ambiguity (which always remains contradictory however deep you dig into it). Whereas most mainstream organisations
concentrate on linear process that try to reduce uncertainty (risk management), the people from the “little/big” “rich/poor” place of Te
Whaiti seem to have their own ways of handling ambiguity and fuzziness, by processing it at the collective sensing and wisdom levels.
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The Tipu Ake Lifecycle - A view to help grow “Living Organisations”
The Industrial Age taught us to consider organisations as machines; each comprising many separate boxed parts that took
inputs, processed them in a linear and fashion and delivered outputs. This is a very valid recipe for success in many steady
state organisational situations, but our problem is that we have been poisoned to think that this is the only way organisations
must be – we try to apply it everywhere. In the fast moving global Knowledge Economy; a highly interconnected world
filled with complexity, ambiguity with seemingly chaos, we are challenged to view our organisations differently. Tipu Ake
is a model inspired by nature; a biomimicry example where we look to life in a rainforest to help us view our organisations as
living things; comprising interdependent living groups and individuals all of which learn, change and adapt to move towards
a richer and higher state of being, countering natures tendency for energy to diffuse towards lower states (entropy), or
seemingly chaos. In May 2005, A community member reminded us of nature’s translation of Tipu Ake ki to Ora “Growing
towards an awareness and understanding of the world of outcomes - this is beyond the physical constraints, beyond the
spitiual and even our imagination”. In nature we find an outcome seeking energy - no one teaches or forces plants to grow!!
In 1999 Principal Genevieve Doherty told visitors success at their school was because “We have good teamwork and
communication between community, board, staff and pupils”, then later in 2002 previous Chairman Earl Rewi told us of their
school’s self transformation process: “We formed a circle, a very tight circle. We said we will work hard and play hard and
the circle will be so tight that if anyone wants to get in they will have to fight to do it. Because we will make sure we succeed
and will enjoy ourselves doing it, and what it will create is that other people looking in will say What's happening?, What's
Te Whaiti doing? and they will want to come in. That's how we did it - we had ourselves, our spouses and our children and
worked it. We played - and it created an environment, and other people started to look, and say; Can I come in for a look? and that started the ball rolling” Living organisation proponents like Frijof Capra, Margaret Wheatley and others remind us:
“When a living system wants to get stronger it connects to more of itself” and also “You can’t change a living system, all you
can do is disturb it” In 2005, we explored these statements further trying to better understand how teams or organisations
might behave differently if they saw themselves as living things in a living world , rather than just “machine like” processes.
(a) The noses facing inwards team: example: a conventional “problem solving” project team in a linear (machine like) environment
Feed forward strategy and prioritised plans
Mission

Sponsor

inputs

NOW

inputs

process

Output

specifies
and
rewards
projects

Isolate
from
what
seems
like the
chaos
of
the
real
world

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategic planning, and change management is done from the top
so an external sponsor most often sets the project objective
which is often focused on delivering the specified output
so the team faces inwards, in problem solving (risk mgt) mode,
where the real world tendency towards chaos is seen as pestly
so the project is boxed in, trying to insulate itself from it
using a linear process starting with today’s problem.
Almost all action is internal, occurring inside the box
so progress is constrained by its inputs, the resources in the box
thus the sponsor rewards extra effort based on hard deliveries
so the output may fall very short on delivering customer outcomes
and the team or organisation may fail or even die.

(b) The noses facing outwards team: example: a program team interacting in a living organisation environment
Focus on outcomes

vision

Sharing
growing
collective
wisdom

ORA

Many
interdependent
projects grow in
the apparent
chaos of the real
world, where ORA
acts like a shared
“strange attractor”

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The whole is focused on the end state of Wellbeing - ORA
so all reflect on whether we are growing towards it
because we all see the world from a future perspective.
and the team is highly interconnected with the real world.
This means it faces outwards in “opportunity seeking” mode
so it shares what it senses, and reflects on its assumptions
to build wisdom that feeds on itself, driving innovation
so in chaos it finds and exploits many external opportunities.
Much energy comes from win-win partnerships outside the circle
so resource supply is not artificially constrained
because the living world dynamically sets its own priorities
so each runs at its own pace on a roadmap leading to ORA.
Each external group can find its own internal rewards
so before long things just seem to grow wildly by themselves
and we learn from pest behaviours, so they don’t poison life

•

See application tools for growing living organisations - from page 28

Teams with noses inwards and noses outwards are both appropriate depending on the situation (just as are the Newtonian and
quantum theory). The living cell structure of nature gives us the final word. Autopoesis decribes the cell membrane not as a
delimiter, but a permeable membrane through which it interacts. http://www.christianhubert.com/hypertext/Autopoesis.html
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A Networking and Collaboration View - from a Tipu Ake perspective
In a rainforest we see a complex living system. Let’s use Biomimicry and apply what we see to complex living organisations

We see trees each
keeping apart, their
branches reaching out
to capture the sun’s
energy
We see a trunk that
supports a range of
diverse species in its
branches and under
its bark …. but we
don’t see the internal
pipelines carrying
water and nutrients in
both directions
We see a nurturing
ecoclimate under its
canopy in which
diverse species grow
We see composting
leaves, moss and all
kinds of fungi
supporting the
emergence of new
life

Scientific study of what really happens under the ground is
relatively recent, but discussions with those in the Waitaha
Wananga in NZ suggest that early Maori learnt much of
this by observation (without Electron Microscopes). One
name they gave this phenomena was “Te Huinga Whano”
- the collaboration of fine systems. This is one root of their
word Whanau – a family that comprises all interconnected
living species and the earth.
This wisdom is also reinforced by the Maori creation story
where Tane, God of the forest in the form of a tree stood
with his head on Papatuanuku (Mother Earth) and pushed
Ranginui (the Sky Father) upwards with his feet to grow a
living space for all species between.
See www.kaitiakitanga.net:/stories/origins%20research.htm

This helps us recognise that in living systems it is the
connections that are formed at the root level below the
ground that are most important.
What may this mean for our world today?
1.

Perhaps... our conventional practice of using a top
down structure and applying standardised systems
over separate functions (projects) that need to be
intrinsically connected, may not always be valid?
(eg the tendency of governments to create
supergroups over agencies that need to work
together, rather than encouraging connections at a
local grass roots level; where they are obvious)

2.

Perhaps… funding for new initiatives needs to
start by nurturing connections below the ground
where the effect is visible only locally? (this may
require us to reconsider some of our project
evaluation methodologies to get away from
payments based on physical outputs that are
visible; and thus measurable by external systems
only when they show above the ground level, see
Organic Evaluation at Santropol Roulant

On dead wood we see
natures recyclers
getting on with their
cleanup and
remediation work
When a tree falls, we
see its root system is
shallow and is
covered in hair roots.
What is invisible are
the microscopic
Mycorrhizal root
fungi. The pipeline
network that shares
nutrients between all
species underground
Photos..w.ffp.csiro.au/research/
mycorrhiza/ecm.html

www.santropolroulant.org/images/Organic%20Evaluation.pdf)

3.

Perhaps … organisations who wanted to be more
responsive and innovative would start by planting
lots of seeds (new ideas) all waiting for
opportunities to grow, then provide a nurturing
environment around them. (Is artificially
prioritising key projects always the best approach)

4.

Perhaps… attempting to counter terrorism by high
level treaties and regulations will never succeed
against those who work in the underground? (A
better approach may be to forge new positive local
sharing and partnership networks using our global
technology (eg the web)

5. Perhaps… this helps us to better understand and
use the human brain, its interconnections and how
our external functions are controlled
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A “Beyond Sustainability” view of Tipu Ake ki te Ora - Kaitiakitanga
On 9th March 2004 Andrëe Mathieu a physicist and writer from Quebec visiting NZ to research Tipu Ake and Kaitiakitanga
(www.kaitiakitanga.net) concepts presented to the NZ Institute of Accountants (ICANZ) Sustainability Group Meeting in
Auckland and via video to other centres. Her theme was “Beyond Just Sustainability”
For many people, sustainability translates into being “environmentally friendly”, but it is broader than that. Understanding and adopting
sustainable business practices requires a new awareness of the world: the whole world, its natural systems and all of its species. It requires
a deeper understanding of how the Earth works, how man’s processes affect nature’s delicate balance and how our actions will ultimately
affect our children and the children of all species.
She chose Interface Inc. (www.interfacesustainability.com) the world’s leading commercial carpet and interior fabrics manufacturer, as her
case study. Interface strives to become a restorative enterprise “putting back more than it takes and doing good to Earth – not just no harm
– by helping or influencing others to reach towards sustainability”.
Interface uses the Natural Step process (www.naturalstep.org) as a compass to guide them through their journey and to help them
understand how everything they do, everything they take, everything they make and everything they waste affects nature’s balance.
Andrëe pointed out that Forecasting -The way we commonly “strategically plan” plan for the future, is to review the present state (often
via sustainability reporting). Whatever seems important in the present comes to define the future. Incremental changes to an old system
can be counterproductive; even if they aim to reduce today’s impact in nature they often lock up resources.
Compare this with Natural Step’s backcasting – looking at the current situation from a future perspective, often in the timescale of our
grandchildren. We envisage a successful sustainable future scenario (see the concept of Ora see p 34); then ask: “What can we do today to
reach that state. This allows us to deal with the complexity of today's world. It drives a whole program of projects that focus on the
outcomes we desire rather than trying to tackle today’s myriad problems. It allows environmental and social issues to be turned from
potential major liabilities into major opportunities. Forcasting uses linear plans, backcasting uses Roadmaps that lead to a destination.

N. ORA
Well-being
Ngahua
(fruits)

5. Wisdom
Puawaitana
(flowers)

4. Sensing
Pua
(branches)

3. Process
Tinana (Trunk)

2. Teamwork
Putake (Roots)

1. Leadership
Kakano
(Seed)

0.
Undercurrent
Kore (Chaos)

The Interface mindset is to pursue her vision for the sake of all the children present and future.
For them sustainability is:
“A dynamic process which enables all people to realize their potential and to improve their quality of
life in ways that simultaneously protect and enhance the Earth’s life support systems”.
This level is about “meaning”. It is what drove the people in Te Whaiti when they transformed their school. It
is what is still driving them in their Kaitiakitanga Program to transfer to the children of Te Whaiti the
responsibility to treasure the Whirinaki forest and their culture. (www.kaitiakitanga.net). It is driven by the
holistic Maori concept of Ora and the philosophy of Kaitiakitanga. Andrëe came to New Zealand to go
further into the worldview that sustains these concepts and to write about it.
In her journey towards social and environmental sustainability, Interface is growing a collective “intellectual
capital” that is much more than just knowledge. It is the integration of all the diverse learnings, reflections,
experiences, sharing, emotions and beliefs gathered through the journey.
Interface created her own measurement system to continually monitor her progress towards the realization of
her vision. They also seek the evaluation of several global organisations (ISO, GRI, PEE, etc) and put all the
results into perspective to check if their behaviour is leading them in the right direction. The measurement is
both quantitative and qualitative: it includes “hard” internal indicators but also “soft” dialogue processes that
allow a sensibility check over the process level.
In the language of Tipu Ake, that sensitivity “hook-up” is “a wisdom-based gathering of information that
focuses on building a collective view from all individual perceptions”.
Interface is redesigning her products and processes to epitomize her vision. It includes “closing the loop” or
“cradle to cradle” design and “biomimicry”, using Nature as the ultimate teacher.
Interface implemented a project called QUEST involving all Interface employees worldwide in a zero-waste
initiative. They held a conference where suppliers' technical personnel were asked to join Interface on her
journey and create innovative ways of supplying her with environmentally and socially conscious products.
They held a world meeting to create a shared understanding of sustainability amongst the diverse
international businesses of Interface. They created the Interface Sustainability Report to share their journey
with all their stakeholders (clients, communities, etc.) including their competitors.
Ray Anderson (CEO) is a courageous “bird”. He took the seed of “becoming a sustainable industrial
enterprise” and gathered together a team of key players in the global environmental effort to share their
knowledge and draw Interface a route towards sustainability.
Ray Anderson (CEO) was sent to the undercurrents when he was asked to speak about Interface's
environmental policy and found out that it was simply to comply with the laws. It set “action stations” in the
company and that's when they made their “mid-course” correction.

But beware: Though we may describe an organisational transformation in this linear fashion, the real world does not work like that. We
are constantly cycling up and down as a result of pest behaviours or to deliberately go back to address issues and grow opportunities. We
need to apply it right through our organisations and learn to operate at each and every Tipu Ake level simultaneously.

Read Andrëe’s later research paper on Kaitiakitanga http://www.kaitiakitanga.net/stories/origins%20research.htm
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Tipu Ake – A view that embraces other business/organisational models?
The SEI Capability Maturity Model for Software Development 1- its five levels focus mainly on software process and therefore largely cover our level 3. It takes a linear, not
the natural life cycle multiple loop “Tipu Ake” view.
Balanced Scorecard 2 Relies on reactive analytical measurement and “What you measure is what you get. – Measures are after the event. Tipu Ake’s proactive collective
sensing identifies opportunities and risks before they happen to drive action.
NZ Business Excellence Awards 3 –An assessment and benchmarking model based on the Baldridge Award that is very suited to commercial businesses - Tipu Ake is
action focused and suits any dynamic organisation.
Management by Objectives – Focuses on objectives; which are often output measures (eg profit) rather than customer outcomes. Tipu Ake gives much more guidance on
defining wellbeing, the style of leadership and steps to get there. (See page 34)
Deming 8 PDCA Quality Models - this improvement cycle is incorporated at every level of looping in the Tipu Ake model. His measurement is after the action but his
statistical probability is related somewhat to Tipu Ake sensing.
Situational 4 or Contingency 5 Leadership Models – Illustrated by the different leadership and management styles, knowledge or technical roles required for success which are
triggered by the Tipu Ake sensing level.
Radical Teams - John C Redding “Radical means grasping things at the root” Radical teams concentrate on accelerating their learning (to get quickly to level 5 - wisdom)
before they decide what is to be delivered.
Belbin Team Role 6 Models – Helps understand the team roles and leadership likely to be important at each Tipu Ake level. (See Page 20)
Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) 7 – Mainly applies at level1(Project Manager) and 3( project process). The PMI Organisational Project Management
Maturity Model (OPM3) seeks to address the Organisational processes at level 3 with some measuring and learning at levels 4 and 5. Tipu Ake covers more of: feasibility
and nurturing - lev1, risk sensing and management - lev 4, developing wisdom - lev 5 and customer outcomes at level n.
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs - Tipu Ake encourages people and organisations to operate at the top (self driven) level.
Fred Hertzburg’s Hygiene and Motivator Factors – Match the pest (reactive), bird (proactive) looping paths in Tipu Ake.
Peter Drucker 9 etc Innovation 16 and Entrepreneurship. - In the Tipu Ake forest, a window of opportunity opens with the convergence of the like of a new seed germinating
and the event of an old tree dieing to let the light in and provide a life space (opportunity) for the saplings it has nurtured below it.
Geert Hofstede 10 “Organisations and Culture” based on research in Multinationals and can help understand which cultures are likely to embrace Tipu Ake and why. ( p21)
Seven Habits of highly effective people 11 – Stephen R Covey His habits can be related to Tipu Ake level behaviours.
Shared Leadership: cf Tipu Ake leadership level Michelle Erina Doyle and Mark K Smith http://www.infed.org/leadership/shared_leadership.htm
Organic Models 18, Extremophile Response 15, Memes , Interconnectedness and Systems Thinking 17, Biomimicry 19, What we learnt in the rainforest 20
Living Organisatons - Frtjof Capra22 “Hidden Connections”, Margaret Wheatley23 “Finding our way” and others
“Complexity Theory13 Complexity theory attempts to model the cyclic complexity of the real world in analytical terms, so yes it is complex. The Tipu Ake collective sensing
and wisdom levels sit holistically right above this, so it helps people who can interact collaboratively, "take the complexity out of complexity theory" Indigenous Maori with
their close connection with all things natural had tools to do this a thousand years ago!! For info on chaos and complexity See “From Lifecycle to Ecocycle – Renewal via
destruction and encouraging diversity” by Brenda Zimmerman http://www.plexusinstitute.com/edgeware/archive/think/main_aides9.html and Plexus website 13
Chaos Theory 12 Chaos theory attempts to explain the fact that complex and unpredictable results can and will occur in systems that are sensitive to their initial conditions. A
common example of this is known as the Butterfly Effect. It states that, in theory, the flutter of a butterfly's wings in China could, in fact, actually affect weather patterns in
New York City, thousands of miles away. In other words, it is possible that a very small occurrence can produce unpredictable and sometimes drastic results by triggering a
series of increasingly significant events. (For more information see page 23 of this document)
The Tipu Ake level 0 (undercurrent) is a positive state of chaos in which dead wood is broken down, diversity flourishes and new seeds can emerge. A new example…
“When Hineruarangi breathes the wisdom of Toi deep in the Te Whaiti Nui-a-Toi canyon, the waters of the Whirinaki river carry it onwards to set off storms of transformation
in organisations all over the world
Eli Goldratt’s21 work on Theory of Constraints (questioning assumptions - Lev 1), Critical Chain (project processes lev 3), The Goal ( Outcome driven organisations Level n)
1 (SM) Capability Maturity Model is a service mark of the Carnegie Melon University www.sei.com ® CMM is a registeredTrademark
2 The Balanced Scorecard was developed by Dr Robert Caplin and Dr David Norton at Harvard University. http://www.bscol.com
3 The NZ Business Excellence Awards follow the Baldridge Criteria www.nzbef.org.nz and are run by the NZ Business Excellence Foundation www.nzbef.org.nz
4 Situational Management by Ken Blanchard www.kenblanchardcompanies.com
5 Contingency Model of Management by Fred Fielder www.leadershipdirect.com/situational_leadership.html
6 Belbin Team Roles is a registered trade mark of Belbin and Associates, Cambridge , England www.belbin.com
7 The Project Management Institute “Building Professionalism in Project Management” www.pmi.com www.pmi.nz.com
8 W Edward Deming founded the Deming Institute www.deming.com
9 Peter Drucker “Innovation and Entrepreneurship” Heinemann ISBN 0434904082 http://www.pfdf.org
10 Geert Hofstede “Organisations and Culture” http://cwis.kub.nl/~fsw_2/iric/hofstede/index.htm
11 Franklin- Covey Website http://www.franklincovey.com/
12 Chaos Theory site http://library.thinkquest.org/3120/
13 Complexity theory - Plexus Institute Edgeware / researcher network information website http://www.plexusinstitute.com/edgeware/archive/think/
14 Home of informal education YMCA George William College, London / Rank Foundation http://www.infed.org part http://www.ngfl.gov.uk
15 Extremophile Response - Lessons for business from nature’s super-survivors, Eileen Clegghttp://www.human-landscaping.com/clegg/thrive.html
16 The Nature of Innovation; An Exploration Eileen Clegg, Chuck Sieloff, Patty Zablock http://www.human-landscaping.com/clegg/nature-innovation.html
17 The Fifth Discipline: The Art and Practice of the Learning Organization - Peter Senge, ISBN 0-385 http://www.solonline.org
18 Sustainability / Environment ( see Page 30) www.interfacesustainability.com , www.naturalstep.org , www.accountability.org.uk , www.kaitiakitanga.net
19 Biomimicry, Janine Benyus - a new science that studies nature's models and then imitates or takes inspiration from them http://www.biomimicry.net/intro.html
20 Lessons from the Rainforest for Business - What we learnt in the Rainforest - Tachi Kiuchi http://www.futurestrust.org.nz/futuretimes/ft98-1/rainforest.html
21 The Goldratt Institute; Theory of Constraints, Critical Chain, The Goal http://www.goldratt.com/
21 Fritjof Capra – “Hidden Connections- A Science for Sustainable Living” http://www.fritjofcapra.net/
23 Margaret Wheatley - “Finding Our Way - Leadership for an Uncertain Time” http://www.margaretwheatley.com/findingourway.html
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Tipu Ake team ground rules - to encourage strong leadership behaviours
People from oral traditions, do not normally describe their processes in flow charts and
writings, so they pass and share stories(p10), proverbs(p13), images (p5) and art (p14).
Try these:
Sunshine

(Te Raa)

N. Well-being
Ngahua
(fruits)

5. Wisdom
Puawaitana
(flowers)

4. Sensing
Pua
(branches)

3. Process
Tinana (Trunk)

2. Teamwork
Putake (Roots)

1. Leadership
Kakano
(Seed)

0.
Undercurrent
Te Kore (Chaos)

Poisons
(whiro)

Let the sunshine into our team
- connect with external energy - in networks and old wisdom
When we focus on outcomes, nothing becomes a barrier
- have a clear and agreed vision of why we are all here
We have no room here for matapiko (stingy) gatekeepers
- share all our knowledge freely, step across boundaries
Taringa whakaaro, keep our ears [and mind] open
- trust our senses and intuition, check out our own opinions
Own our own processes and keep them simple
- make sure we are in control of them, not them over us.
We leave all our hats at the door
- don’t let external power or agendas destroy our teamwork
A kumara never calls itself sweet, that’s for the eaters to say
- keep individual egos out, share the leadership and credit
Love the undercurrents – surf in the turmoil of our diversity
the courage to question self, face issues and grow strengths
The greatest enemy is the one within us, conquer that one and
the rest are easy - Don’t let personal baggage or past
experiences poison our team relationships

Proverbs, sayings or fables like these that are known and repeated and passed around are Memes (n) - a self-reproducing and contagious
idea, thought structure, or other information pattern which is propagated in ways similar to that of a gene [or a virus]. Extremophiles (natures
survivors) use them too, see story and links on the Tipu Ake website www.tipuake.org.nz/stories
When others tell us something often we hear only about 20% of what is actually transmitted. The other 80% heard is processed by own
internal baggage filter (enemy) that distorts it based on our past experiences, prejudices, emotions and conditioning. When our team gets to
the collective sensing level we check this against others perspectives, which results us building collective wisdom we can reliably use to drive
all our decision-making.
Groundrules like this help us grow our Emotional Intelligence (!Q). This is often much more effective than our Intelligence Quota (IQ) which is
often used as an attempted measure of intelligence.
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Tipu Ake - A Leadership Model for Innovative Organisations - assessment tool
Answer these questions in sensing mode: put aside your own opinion and sense what the collective wisdom of your organisation would say. (Be a fly on the wall in the
cafeteria) In cases of wide disagreement, try to find out what different experiences the other person has that makes their answer to the same question so different.

Model Levels
Poisons
Level 0
Undercurrents:
Kore (unfruitful)

Behaviours that characterise our organisation’s culture ( 0 = disagree, 1 = agree, 2 = strongly agree) pests birds
Our growth is blocked: eg by greed, exploitation, aggression, abuse, retribution, dishonesty, put downs, fear
pests We tend to exclude those people who challenge the established point of view and thus cause conflict
We always like to be ordered and in control with firm targets and a clearly defined path ahead of us
Our new directions mostly come from those who manage the organisation and it's funding
birds We face issues; often looking outside the square to question our assumptions and gather in new ideas
We appreciate our people’s diversity, and use all our talent and ideas to address the issues we face
We learn from our mistakes or experiences and have the courage to try new things again
0. Undercurrent Totals:
Level 1
Pests We rely on project heroes and fire-fighters to get things done; if they leave we can be left in strife
Leadership - vision
We are expected to proceed and succeed, even when the target is obviously impractical
Kaakano
Others around here seem to take all the credit and get the rewards for our successes
( the seed)
Birds We have a clear vision of what we are all here for and the outcomes we all seek
We have no room for egos here, just encouragement to work together for the cause
We celebrate, evaluate, nurture and get behind those ideas that will take us where we want to be
1. Leadership totals:
Level 2
Pests We have people around here who like to tell us exactly how we should do everything
Teamwork - project
We often don’t or can't get the right people appointed to our teams, or the other resources we need
Putake
We too often get into power plays or arguments that prevent us from making the best decisions
(the roots)
Birds We enjoy working together and strongly support each other in our learning
Together we question our assumptions, think and decide, then plan ahead before we start work
We actively use our networks and external partners to bring in more information when we need it
2. Teamwork totals:
Level 3
Pests Some of our processes are so rigid and cumbersome that they often block or slow the best ideas
Organisational Processes
Our organisation splits us into separate boxes that do not encourage intercommunication and sharing.
Tinana
Our culture encourages just compliance with the rules; without questioning or taking responsibility
(the trunk)
Birds We continuously look for ways to improve our processes and use our resources more effectively
We have simple procedures we understand and constantly update with what we learn
We find ways for "the system" to encourage and support us when we propose new ideas or projects.
3. Process totals:
Level 4
Pests What we are measured and rewarded for (KPIs) often drive us to do the inappropriate things
Collective Sensing
We are confused and sometimes paralysed by too much emphasis on information and analysis
We are too busy fire-fighting, so often don’t see new opportunities or address the real underlying
Pua
issues
(the branches)
Birds We constantly sense the probability of our process or project delivering its agreed outputs
We constantly sense the probability of our process outputs delivering the right customer outcomes
We constantly sense opportunity and risk, find information to confirm or deny this, then take action
4. Sensing totals:
Level 5
Pests The values of our organisation do not always match those of our people, community and customers
Wisdom
We waste too much effort blindly attempting to follow examples from other different places
Puawaitana
We tend to make the same mistakes over and over again without questioning the cause
(the flowers)
Birds We are valued highly for our ongoing learning, development, peer support and sharing of information.
We know how to sense, capture and use the diversity and collective wisdom of all our people
We develop networks and links with other groups for sharing, mutual support and learning
5. Wisdom totals:
Level N
Pests We tend to get complacent when things seem to be going well
Wellbeing
We often focus on our short term financial wealth at the expense of other more distant factors
Ngahua
We do many things just to make us look good in front of our peers, customers or detractors.
(The fruits)
Birds We do many things that make both our people and organisation more prosperous and fulfilled.
The result of all our actions has a positive effect on the natural environment we pass on to our children
Wellbeing for us includes our customers, suppliers, people, families, communities, countries

n. Wellbeing totals:
Before using the Tipu Ake model please understand the Conditions of Use on page 42 or on the website
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Tipu Ake Lifecycle - Examples for informal benchmarking
Tipu Ake Levels

Pests (reactive)
-6

n.

Wellbeing

5

Wisdom

4.

Sensing

3.

Process

2.

Teamwork

1.

Leadership

0.

Undercurrents
X.

-4

-2

Birds (proactive)
0

+2

+4

+6

Poisons

These results are published to demonstrate the use of the model – they represent the way the assessing groups thought the collective
wisdom of those in the organisations would answer the questions. They are indicative only. In general, over time we would expect to see
organisations getting more proactive starting from the bottom levels. (Later the questionnaire will be live on the Tipu Ake website
www.tipuake.org.nz and the benchmarking reporting will be more sophisticated.)
Key:

Te Whaiti school (assessed collectively by visitors and school staff at Tipu Ake Launch retreat 17 Now 2001)
AUT (assessed by a group of five year 2/3 students on the AUT Software Project Management course 9 Aug 2002)
Typical NZ Organisations (assessed by a different group of five year 2/3 students in the same course as above 9 Aug 2002)

Using the assessment tool on the previous page do your own organisational assessment:
(Please read page 42 conditions of use prior to starting this watch video example at www.tipuake.org.nz/videoclips.htm)
Break into at least two separate groups preferably of about ten people
The object is to use the group’s sensing of what the organisation’s collective wisdom answer would be
Be sure that no individuals dominate your thinking - eg one reads the question (sometimes simultaneous lip reading or
each reading the question in their own book is needed to avoid confusion), then all close eyes and answer with finger
symbols, open eyes and discuss any wide differences before deciding on collective wisdom answer
Marking: 0 = disagree, 1 = agree, 2 = strongly agree
Don’t let any egos or hierarchy status get in the way
Don’t argue for you own opinion but rather try to put yourself in the cafeteria of the organisation being assessed.
Try to understand why others think and see things differently
Question your own assumptions and experience in the light of new information provided by others
Plot your results on the graph above and compare. Think how they would have changed from say one year ago?.
Check against the results of the other groups, reflect on any large differences
Consider your overall result then identify and prioritise some target action areas to improve your organisation
Reflect on and discuss together how each group operated and the decision making processes used.
Assessment by mixed groups:
If you are a mixed group from a range of organisations you will have much more difficulty doing the assessment and disclosure
of your results may not be appropriate. Some strategies to try are:
1. Do it individually for you organisation, then if you feel comfortable discuss and compare yours with the others.
2. Choose an organisation that you can all relate to and do a common assessment on that.
3. Assess what the general public employees ( eg parents brothers, daughters would think about businesses in general.
4. Use the following “Scott Amundsen race to the South Pole” case study,
Read then split into two groups and have one assess Scott’s and the other Amundsen’s organisation
Plot the results of both on the graph above and discuss them
Discuss how the diversity of knowledge in your mixed group could have been utilised better in this exercise.
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Tipu Ake Assessment Case Study - The Scott vs Amundsen Race
PROJECT MANAGEMENT - AN INEVITABLE TRIUMPH
There is a little of Robert Falcon Scott in all of us. Managing the Scott and backing the Amundsen are both difficult tasks,
according to John Gill (Executive Chairman of Datacom Employer Services, Wellington, who has seen first hand these
characteristics in Project Managers ......

In January 1911, Robert Falcon Scott set foot on the Antarctic to attempt his second expedition to conquer the South Pole.
Scott was a Royal Navy Officer. From the age 13 his career had developed in an organisation that fostered contempt for
foreigners, a mystique of personal gallantry, rigid centralism and adherence to blind obedience. His team on the first
expedition in 1902 and again in 1911 was drawn mainly from the Navy. These were men with backgrounds similar to his
own.
Scott’s career was chequered. He had run his first command aground in safe harbour. Years later he bumped the Admirals
flagship with his first cruiser during manoeuvres. In career terms, he was considered by his colleagues to be unlucky.
The Royal Navy was not enthusiastic about Antarctic exploration. Germany was flexing its muscles, and all the best officers
were needed to help in the reinvigoration of the Navy.
Amateurs

Scott’s team included several keen amateurs who had volunteered. They were prepared to subscribe 1000 pounds each to
come along. One of them was Captain Oates, who was good with horses. He had dashed from Burma to join the expedition
because he was bored as a peacetime soldier. He was attracted by the heroism evident in Scott’s published diary about the
1902 expedition. He was doomed from the start.
During Scott’s first attempt on the South poles he had fallen out with his deputy, Shackleton, who was now his arch-rival.
Neither of them had previous polar experience. Neither could ski. Neither could drive dogs pulling sleds. They did,
however, believe in the virtue of hard slog. After their dogs had failed them, Scott and Shackleton manhandled their sleds.
Shackleton had been back on the ice in the meantime and made Scott envious by slogging his way further south than any
other explorer. This expedition was based on sheer hard work and grit.
On their first joint expedition, the ship had not been happy. The cook was clapped in irons. Most of the crew and
exploration team had scurvy. Some were insane.
Days before leaving England on his second attempt, Scott had seen a young man on skis and was most impressed. He
immediately recruited him to teach the British expedition to ski when they reached the Antarctic. (Those of you who have
struggled on the learner slope at Ruapehu will suspect that a trip to the Pole requires a good deal more than a bit of coaching
outside the ski shop on the bunnies slope). When they reached the Antarctic, Scott had lost all interest in skiing.
Dogs

To compensate for the uselessness of the dogs in the Antarctic, Scott had devised motorised sleds. This was a brilliant
strategy; one which 40 years later Sir Edmund Hillary used to good effect in his race to the Pole. However, for Scott in 1911,
the landing on ice at McMurdo posed great difficulties. One of the sleds reached terra firma through the ice rather than
across it. That sled rests there, below the ice, to this day.
When Scott passed through Wellington on the way to the Antarctic, his ship was loaded to the gunnels with men, animals and
gear. He had on board enough mutton for a year at the Pole, brought all the way from Britain. (It had escaped his notice that
there was no shortage of mutton here.)
His substitute transport in case the motorised sleds failed was a band of brave British ponies and a few dogs. He had failed to
note that sharp little hooves cut through snow and sink ponies to their brave little bellies. It had also eluded his notice that
there is no edible vegetation in the Antarctic. The ponies had to carry their tucker with them. Dogs, on the other hand, are
carnivores, which will happily eat seals and penguins. They also eat human waste, saving a lot of trouble in developing
sophisticated latrines.
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Dastardly

Also while he was in Wellington, Scott learned that Roald Amundsen, a dastardly foreigner, had turned away from a planned
challenge on the North Pole. Amundsen had set sail in a dash to the South Pole after having his prize, the North Pole,
snatched away from him by Perry. Amundsen, fiercely competitive, was a massive 6000 miles behind and chasing hard.
Scott thought it was un-gentlemanly of Amundsen to poach on Scott’s personal preserve, the Antarctic. The fact that
Amundsen had wintered over in the Antarctic on the first expedition eluded Scott. He could not see that the Antarctic was
wide open to any challenger prepared to put his reputation and life on the line.
In addition to having wintered over in the Antarctic, Amundsen had discovered the North West Passage through the Arctic.
He had lived with the Inuit in the Arctic. He had learned from the Inuit how to drive dogs. He was the forerunner of
Lawrence of Arabia, but with the Inuit. He did not much like the lice, but had adopted their clothing. He had learned to
build igloo. He fully understood that the Inuit had adapted to the Arctic over 10,000 years, and that they knew more about
survival in such an environment than he would ever know.
Real thing

Amundsen was the real thing - a polar explorer of Indiana Jones proportions. He had proved that the magnetic North Pole
migrated by going to where it had last been found, and showing that it had moved. He did this not in theory, but by going
there and finding it had moved.
Amundsen ran a happy ship. People liked working with him. He maintained loyalty and shared in the worst jobs with very
ordinary people.
Amundsen did not write particularly well. He was no self-publicist. Scott, on the other hand, had been able to turn disaster
into success by publishing a rewritten diary of his first Antarctic trip. It concealed his mistakes even from himself.
Scott’s diary made an enemy to the death of Shackleton. Amundsen, however, liked and admired Shackleton. While
Amundsen was a poor writer, he was a great reader. There was nothing written about the Antarctic that he did not know.
Amundsen had concealed his late run at the South Pole even from his own team. They had set sail before he came clean.
The crew had been puzzled by the excessive supplies and the huge number of dogs he was taking to the Arctic. They
endorsed the plan with glee when he revealed all.
There were no scientists and no doctors on board. The total focus was the South Pole. The Pole was the task at hand, and he
wanted no scientific pretence. Doctors, in Amundsen’s view, made people ill. He wanted none of that. They had
rudimentary first-aid skills, but didn’t want malingerers.
He selected the team carefully. It was small. Every member had a role to play, and the trip south was a time to plan and
practice what would take place when they arrived.
Shortest

Amundsen’s extensive readings had convinced him that the quickest, safest way to the South Pole was the shortest route. He
therefore decided to land straight on to the ice shelf. He believed it had been permanent for 70 years and doubted that it
would break away. He was right.
By the time Scott hit the ice, Amundsen was only 10 days behind him. The Norwegians had caught up 6000 miles. Within
10 days of landing, Amundsen had his hut built, camp constructed and dogs in shape. The initial depot was built out to 80
degrees south and then another at 82 degrees before retreating for the winter.
Meanwhile Scott was trying to form a plan. In the summer, Scott trudged on as stoically as he had on his first expedition.
His depots were poorly marked; Amundsen’s could be seen in a storm.
When the ponies died, the British cried over them and then took up the reigns themselves. The ski lessons had failed. The
weather seemed dreadful.
Amundsen had discovered earlier in his career that undercooked seal meat prevented scurvy. The dogs also got fat on the
stuff. The small team made progress easy. Being able to ski made for speed. Having a man on skis in front of the dog teams
drew the dogs on excitedly; they loved to chase. The weather was good.
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A comparison of diaries shows that the weather was in fact almost identical, with Amundsen facing slightly worse conditions
and a steeper route than that pioneered by Shackleton and followed by Scott almost to the Pole.
Heave!

Scott’s team pulled their sled for 8 to 10 hours each day; Amundsen skied for 5 hours then set camp.
Amundsen’s philosophy was to work within the limits of human endurance. There is a proper pace for work. He was
convinced that a successful team never overtaxes itself. It always has something in reserve.
Amundsen had no ponies. As his dogs died he fed them to the pack. Experience had taught him that a live dog is a partner to
be respected and a dead one is a tasty energy boost for surviving dogs and hungry men.
Got there?

Both teams reached the South Pole. One did it in less than 60 days and the other in 100 days.
One team got there first and thought it great fun; the other had a dreadful time getting there and was devastated to come
second. Having achieved their goal, one team returned to their ship in a businesslike manner. The other died in the snow on
the way home, but achieved immortality throughout the Empire.
In every project there is a chance to live on the edge; to display heroic qualities and achieve most of the objectives by
muddling through and by expending huge physical and mental efforts.
The other way

The other way is to be ruthlessly businesslike, using good planning and lots of practice, and developing quality teams with
trusted leadership.
There is no doubt that any sensible film-maker looking for a box office smash would select Robert Falcon Scott as the central
character. If on the other hand you were looking for an IT project manager, who would you choose?
A quote from Amundsen to provide the moral of the story:
"Victory awaited those who have everything in order—people call that luck. Defeat is certain for those who have
forgotten to take the necessary precautions on time—that is called bad luck."

Scott wanted to be a hero; Amundsen wanted to reach the Pole then return again to explore other new places.

This article was published in The Chartered Accountants Journal June 1998. We thank John Gill, Datacom Employment
Services ( johngi@datacom.co.nz ) for permission to reproduce it for use on Tipu Ake Lifecycle workshops..

1. Discuss where the two projects operated on the Tipu Ake
Lifecycle?

2. Discuss how Scott and Amundsen fit on the
Leading vs Management matrix?

high

Leading
People med
(vision)
low

Utopia

Failure

low
med
high
Managing Things ( task)
Consider other styles: eg Peter Blake ( Team NZ), Your
favourate sports team captain, , President Bush, Politicians,
Helen Clark ( NZ PM) , your Project Managers, Your CEO.
Can you tell anything about the organization’s level of maturity
by the type of project manager it chooses or the style of
leadership that it uses?
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The Tipu Ake Lifecycle – Defining your own vision of Wellbeing (Ora)
Tipu Ake relies on an organisation having a vision of wellbeing that is shared by all its members. This is what the levels of collective sensing
and wisdom use to check that all process level activity takes us towards it. It can (and probably should) be expressed in non analytical terms
•
Collective sensing and the deployment of the wisdom that is built up by it, is able to handle our “fuzzy” world where ambiguity,
uncertainty and contradiction are the norm. This means that our definition of wellness must not be too specific and should thus include
emotion, inspiration, spirituality, growth, sustainability, the future, togetherness and any other aspects that make it attractive to
participants. These are all embedded in the Maori concept of Ora
•
It must also be aligned with the community, organisational and personal values embodied by the collective wisdom, otherwise
participants will peel off down the pest path to the undercurrents and initiate alternative agendas.
Warning: The commonly expressed idea of SMART goals (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time bounded) and KPIs used
in most organisations are tools of the process level and relate to project / process outputs rather than outcomes (what is left for the customer
after the project). These goals are important but blind adherence to them may suppress all other Tipu Ake levels - except the undercurrents.
On 26 April 2003 a leadership workshop based on Tipu Ake was held at the Whaingaroa Environment Centre, Raglan, NZ, with a team of
volunteers committed to working with others in the region to ensure; “ Whaingaroa Catchment will be a place where people want to live
because communities are healthy, vibrant and creative, adapting to social and economic changes, while maintaining a healthy environment that
provides livelihoods, sustenance and a sense of wellbeing and pride”. On this workshop the Tipu Ake self assessment tool indicated that
members initially did not share a common vision of what they were all there for that could be easily explained to others. After mind-mapping
some structure began to appear. This page was inspired by their discussions and by the Whaingaroa Environment Catchment Plan thanks.
The following template can help an organisations define the wellbeing. it seeks. The Whirinaki Forest has been used as an example – using
mind mapping / SWOT analysis done by the senior class at Te Whaiti school, a video taken when elders took grandchildren to the forest, the
book “To Save a Forest – Whirinaki”, and Kaumatua / DOC /School input at Te Whaiti and others. It has since been enhanced as Te Whaiti
School/Community’s “Kaitiakitanga Program” part funded by NZ Enterprise Culture and Skills Development Fund www.whirinaki.org.nz

WELLBEING (ORA): Where do
we want to be?

“Our grandchildren will cherish Whirinaki
Forest and the culture of its people;
thanking us for preserving its richness and
diversity for them to share with their
grandchildren and all future peoples”

OUTCOMES: What would need
to be in place there?

INDICATORS: How will
we know we are close?

PROJECTS: How we will
make it happen? (possibilities)

Kaitiakitanga - responsibility for
guardianship is accepted and in place

Others will see the Ngatiwhare
tangata whenua (local people)
caring for the forest and sharing its
taonga(treasure/wealth/knowledge)

Re-establish indigenous Maori
conservation values and processes

Sacred historical places will be
identified and respected.

Create much richer interpretation,
signage, protocols and experiences

High public awareness of the richness
uniqueness and fragility of the forest.

Many will put their time and
resources behind the projects that
preserve and restore it.

The love of Whirinaki and the privilege /
responsibility to care for and share it, will
be passed by each generation to its (and
all) mokopuna (grandchildren’s)
Note that this Nth state
of wellbeing is a
timeless one, not just
the output of our
generation’s projects.

The forest and things related to it
will again become a vocation for
people living in the valley

Bird, plant and diverse species
populations will again be plentiful
The destructive pests will be under control

(See also the Waitaha Vision of Wellness
on page 15 of this document)

For more information on this project
including how the program is being
managed using Tipu Ake principles see
www.kaitiakitanga.net

Visitors will treat the area as sacred
and relish the rich experience of
visiting it.

New, sustainable and very appropriate
business opportunities will be exploited to
help support this programme

Whirinaki will become renowned for
the innovative methods of
environmental protection
developed here.

Allow local people to be responsible for
local activity in partnership with DOC

Establish its status as a international
natural heritage area
Establish a website that will allow
people anywhere to visit and experience
its richness - no environmental impact
Grow a “Friends of Whirinaki” support
network, and run volunteer projects for
river restoration, re vegetation etc.
Establish Whirinaki as a place of
learning - for people seeking to better
understand indigenous Maori values in
relation to nature and community
Start more student projects at / with Te
Whaiti Nui-a-Toi School to help them
share their knowledge with other
schools, young people and the public
Establish an ever widening pest control
buffer zone around the Whirinaki river
Develop new pest control methods
Combine control of stoats, cats and
other pests
Establish monitoring and incursion
response plans for all pests.

Other knowledge economy income
streams will be feeding the valley

Develop new environmental protection
processes and expertise for our world

People will receive a holistic
learning experience and a meeting
of minds rather than just day walks

Establish a possum fur industry / brand

Intellectual property will be
protected under the UN draft
charter on indigenous rights

Promote and grow Tipu Ake thinking
Run marae learning experience retreats
Provide outdoor education opportunities
Provide accommodation, tourism, arts
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Tipu Ake – New tools for program and project portfolio management
Organic program management:
On the previous page you will have seen that the Tipu Ake ki te Ora visioning process, because
it is driven from the destination state of Wellbeing (Ora) that we seek, results in many
individual project paths that could lead towards this. We make no attempt to limit or prioritise
our projects at the start. Instead we emulate nature in the rainforest, which allows all manner of
seeds to germinate under, on and even above the canopy, all of which are highly interdependent
on all other species in the ecosystem and just waiting for the particular conditions (opportunity)
that allow them to grow and flourish. Individual projects do not exist in isolation; they all find
themselves as a part of a highly interdependent parallel program where everything is organic.
(Others call this Systems Thinking, Boundary-less Operation. Complexity or Chaos Theory.)
Compare with conventional project management:
Compare this approach with conventional project thinking where we often look at the present
situation, find one or more opportunities to solve a problem or to improve something, prioritise
those that we want to focus on, then plan to get down to doing it, largely in isolation with
everything else that is going on around it in its environment. Projects are run in Silo’s and the
focus is on sticking to the plan for each individual project and delivering its pre-described,
tightly specified “output”. The results do not always meet our real expectations.
Program and project Roadmaps:
With Tipu Ake we don’t talk much about project plans or confuse
ourselves with the term Strategic Planning. Instead we talk about
Roadmaps that describe the multiple paths that lead to our
destination (Ora) and focus more on the interdependencies between
these activities and the dynamic real world environment we all work
in. Milestones on these roadmaps allow us to keep track of where
we are up to on each path. All along the route we continually sense
opportunities, changes in environment, constraints, and risks, then
use our collective wisdom to make decisions that will maximise the
“outcomes” the whole program will deliver.
Here is a top level roadmap example. You can see it for real at:
http://www.kaitiakitanga.net/program/roadmap.ppt

Organisational Partnership / Process Map:
With Tipu Ake we don’t use organisational hierarchy charts as they
put up more barriers and do little to help us understand the processes
and interactions needed to implement a complex program. They also
normally put those who provide or control the funding at the top, but
in Tipu Ake terms money is treated as just another tool like a
hammer or a spade, so what is really important are those who put
their energy behind it. To encourage collaboration we draw
Organisational Partnership Maps which show the relationship
between all parties involved, what they can each contribute and
allow us to seek the win–win opportunities that will flow from their
participation. (See the Ohu structure on next page)
Here is an Organisational Map example. You can see this evolving:
http://www.kaitiakitanga.net/program/structure.ppt
Community Development Pilot Application - Case Study:
Check www.kaitiakitanga.net (program tab) to see how the small community of Te Whaiti Nui-a-Toi that inspired Tipu Ake
is piloting this thinking on their Kaitiakitanga Program – To safe guard their grandchildren’s grandchildren’s futures.
Tipu Ake Lifecycle- A Leadership Model for Innovative Organisations web reference: htttp://www.tipuake.org.nz
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The Concept of Ohu – a new structure for managing complex programs.
Focus on

In the “Living Organisation” view we introduced
earlier (page 24), we contrasted the conventional
inward looking project team, with that of a program
team in a circle with their noses pointing outwards
sensing opportunity and risk around them.
Perhaps we need some new words to describe a
program team of volunteers that integrates many
other groups who each collaborate in a highly
interdependent network, all working towards an
agreed state of wellbeing.

vision

Sharing
growing
collectiv

ORA

Many
interdependent
projects grow
in the apparent
chaos of the
real world,
where ORA

The concept of Ohu – going far beyond ordinary project team thinking.
We learnt about this in a historical document Te Whaiti 1950. http://www.ngatiwhare.iwi.nz/who/history.htm
“The building of a carved house was a job of extreme importance. Tree felling was tedious work, taking a long time with the
stone tools they had. Incantations had to be said to appease the anger of the God Tane before the tree was felled. Then the
timber had to be manhandled to the site of the house. Neighbouring tribes gathered at the pa to give a hand not only in the
felling and splitting operations but also in the carving and building. Food was donated both by those participating as well as
the tribes unable to come. It is here that “Ohu” – working together in communal spirit – is seen at its best. Indeed the
Maoris are noted as the greatest exponents of Ohu. Their very existence was based on it, and it made them great in their day.
Nothing was impossible. The great migration was possible only by co-operation or Ohu; the broad Pacific Ocean became a
pond to those explorers of old. They had faith in themselves and their ability to work together; and knowing this all things
were possible”.

The concept of an Ohu was further explained to us by Peter Ruku Te Korako – Waitaha as:
“A specific group taken out of the main group, accepting the responsibility of a big challenge which should they win through,
becomes the effort of the group - a humbling experience for brave people who will be in deep water right over their heads.
You can't be appointed to it, you must be a volunteer. It is pivotal in advancing the cause of the people.”

Perhaps this leads to the need for a more appropriate governance model for running programs in a living organisation
operating in a complex and interdependent world. We propose an Ohu:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A circle of volunteers with their noses pointing outwards, attracting others to the cause, but making it
somewhat hard to get in – entry requiring acceptance of the Tipu Ake team behaviour ground rules (p28).
This group processes what it senses externally and uses its collective wisdom to provide leadership, facilitate
communication, coordinate and guide decision-making across all parties involved in the program.
It will not normally be a legal entity, as all contractual work with external parties (eg purchasers or funders)
is performed by the connected entities that have each “bought into” the aims of the whole.
In most cases the representative from other groups or projects need not be its officials, but they must be good
communicators. A true Ohu will include the purchaser or funding partners involved.
Leadership and composition is representative and could change depending on the current tasks in hand.

You may note synergies between this and the new form of alliancing contracts that increasingly are being used in major civil
construction and similar projects. The alliance can be a team with strong behavioural groundrules but no independent legal
status that integrates all parties in a project in a way that allows all to share the risks and rewards. For information on
alliancing contracts as they are being applied in Australia and New Zealand (see http://www.pci-aus.com/)
On the last few pages we have reinforced the lessons from nature in a rainforest (Page 8) where we saw that it was the network
connections below the ground (mycorrhzyae) that are important. This helps us better understand the “Think Global Act Local”
philosophy and understand why it works.
Tipu Ake Lifecycle- A Leadership Model for Innovative Organisations web reference: htttp://www.tipuake.org.nz
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Tipu Ake ki te Ora Lifecycle - Application Case Studies:
As a wholistic model focusing on behaviours rather than processes, Tipu Ake tools are relevant to a
wide range of organisations in corporate, government, community, education and other sectors who
want to grow a more effective team based approach to drive their futures. Some examples are:
Corporate - mainly in house programmes:
•
•
•
•

A NZ primary producer replacing its IT infrastructure, used Tipu Ake visioning processes to
clarify its purpose and identify the outcomes sought by all parties in its supply chain.
A NZ software company dominating a niche in the international marketplace, included Tipu Ake
thinking to facilitate a global team approach to manage its new developments and projects.
Leading NZ companies in the finance, hi-tech and other sectors have used it to strengthen their
team project capability via project leadership workshops rolled out across their organisations.
Participants from Small to Medium Enterprises (SMEs) on public PM workshops have used Tipu
Ake tools to help better understand behaviours, projects, change and how to grow from within.

Government:
•

•

Policy Advisors and others from many NZ central government ministries have attended public
workshops where they have used Tipu Ake to help clarify their roles, better initiate development
projects and use its tools to grow more effective cross agency collaborative programs.
Central and regional government agencies in Health, Local Authority and other services have
been challenged by Tipu Ake thinking on in-house project leadership / team building workshops.

Community and environmental:
•
•
•

Tipu Ake is being applied by community groups in Raglan, Hokianga and elsewhere who are
sharing their experiences as part of the Kaitiakitanga network. www.kaitiakitanga.net
Members of the Arowhenua Marae in Temuka in the south Island of NZ, are using Tipu Ake as a
guiding tool for their health and community development program. “Tu Ake, tu Ora”
A group in a valley in Mid Wales got together and used Tipu Ake ki te Ora to help them address
complex issues affecting the future of their rural communities.

Education:
•

•
•

Masters students at the Auckland University on a project management module have applied Tipu
Ake thinking to grow together to form a strong self managed assignment team that prepares them
well for the challenges of collaborative work life.
A Training Company in Calfornia is writing a Project Leadership Development module based on
Tipu Ake for use by US and other Universities on their industry development programmes.
A Community Leadership Development program at Kaipara facilitated by Excelerator, The
Institute of Leadership at The University of Auckland , NZ

See application case studies / feedback on the Tipu Ake Website under the tab “Read stories”.
As Tipu Ake is in the public domain, many others from around the world have picked it up and are using
it as a guide or tool in their own situations.
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Tipu Ake Lifecycle - Our Active Research Log (Triggers in building this model)
1945-64
1964-68
1970-86
1980
1980
1980
1980
1989-95
1993
1996
1996
1996
1996
1997
1998
1998
1998
1999
1999

Lived in Te Whaiti – as a token minority accepted within a rich culture.
Obtained an Electrical Engineering degree – with the associated strong process / project orientated skills
Worked for Plessey (NZ) under Bart Delfos, GM A radical leader who believed job descriptions constrained innovation and flexibility in organisations
Read article in HBR “Who’s back is the Monkey On?” by William Oncken and Donald Wass, about not taking responsibility off (disempowering) others.
Read article “The Balance of Power in Matrix Organisations” John L Brown and Neil Agnew .- Resources gravitate to where they get feedback / recognition.
Read article “Motivation , Leadership and Organisation by Geert Hofstede - identifying four dimensions of international culture and its effect on organisations
Established a strong project culture / matrix organisation within the Plessey (NZ) Electronics and Telecommunications Division
Worked as a project facilitator in AEPB and Telecom NZ responsible, for corporate change and improvement projects but with no direct staff.
Attended a workshop on The SEI Capability Maturity Model and Trillium Models (Bell Canada) then applied the latter in Telecom (NZ).
Developed and started AUT workshops “Managing Projects and Innovation in your Organisation “ www.aut.ac.nz/shortcourses/business/projman
Utilised the Belbin Team Role video “Building the perfect team “ on workshops” a model for project leadership / communication and teambuilding
Utilised the SEI CMM model by loosening its definitions in an attempt to fit over non-profit and service organisations, outside the software industry
Studied the Maori word Iho (Lifeforce) and became aware of the powerful concepts conveyed by all the meanings of such a simple three letter word
Wrote article “Project Managers –dinosaurs in an enabled age” which was published in PM Network February 1997, encapsulating team based thinking
Read an article “Hive of Activity” by Roger Booth in ”Employment Today” Aug 1998 applying the natural organic process in a beehive to organisations
A question by a participant from Microsoft “Why Microsoft was winning but not assessed on the top level of the SEI Capability Maturity Model”?
Used and valued the Rosabeth Moss-Kanter video “Managing Change” on workshops to reinforce change, team and leadership thinking
Article By John Gill on the Scott Amundsen race to the southpole included in workshops as a case study for SEI CMM and leadership analysis.
At an Auckland PMI meeting presenter Steve Hinge clarified the difference between Management – managing things and Leadership – leading people

July 99
Oct 99
Nov 99
1 Dec 99
1 Dec 99

First signs; Took a group of visiting Indonesian educationalists on a marae trip to Te Whaiti to visit the school. www.tewhaiti.school.nz and saw its success.
Had a feature on Te Whaiti school published in the “Stakeholder” section of PM Network - theme “Learning Knowledge and Wisdom – the upward spiral.”
Had Earl Rewi and Chris Eketone attend a workshop. How could a small school be around SEI CMM level 4-5 while others NZ organisations were at 1-2?
Ran workshop at the Smartnet conference in Christchurch, using Te Whaiti school as a case study
Smartnet conf keynote speaker Nick Bontis introduced the Knowledge pie chart “What we know”, “What we know we don’t know”, “What we don’t know we
don’t know” (opportunities) and the concept of “Connections” not “Collections” for success in the knowledge economy
Attended Landmark Education seminar saw the same information model. Used on workshops including also “What we think we know but don’t really” (risks)
Ran a workshop “Vision Verbs and Viagra” at the PMI conference in Christchusch, using Te Whaiti school as a participative case study
Volunteered to join the PMI international OPM3 team to develop an Organisational Project Management Maturity Model
Appreciated article on “Radical teams” by John C Redding in PM Network November 2000. It seemed to encapsulate our lateral thinking workshop philosophy
Suggested a more holistic / strategic top down model structure for the OPM3 research project which largely fell on deaf ears - frustrated.
Attended PMI branch meeting where the speaker talked about SEI CMM and OPM3 and a bottom level of no organisational PM awareness.
Prepared history document for the Te Whaiti Nui-a-Toi Maori Agricultural School re-union, gathered much local folklore and concepts
Te Whaiti Nui-a-Toi Farm School reunion celebrating education in Te Whaiti - Discussed their visions, change processes, concepts and the model.
Discussions with John Schlichter and others on the OPM3 team scope - re too much routine bottom up detail, and not enough lateral team thinking / learning
Email discussion with Kik Piney OPM3 team re the concept of level 0. He suggested there were levels of resistance to PM, negative - below level 0
Introduced level 0 resist on a workshop in NP, where Stephen Martul suggested rigidity at level 3 drops us back down to level 0 resistance.
Introduced the concept of level 4 being collective sensing (proactive) compared with conventional model measuring (reactive)
Tested the model on five separate workshops identifying many behaviours that drop people back to the resist level from all other levels
Presented at IRR conference, proposed the concept of only two project sensing metrics prob(output > outcome), and prob (project process > output)
Introduced the levels of 0 Resist, 1 Leadership, 2 Project Structure, 3, Process, 4 Sensing, 5 Learning and defined who had the Intellectual Property at each one
Had Maureen Rangi from Minginui on a PM workshop in Rotorua, reinforced confidence in the special wisdom and mana of that place
Various visits and discussions with Chris Eketone and others at Te Whaiti about the school experiences, all testing and developing the model.
Added level n - wellbeing as a place to focus the driving vision by describing the outcomes that are sought - widening from just commercial ones
The “Catching the Knowledge Wave” conference brought out plenty of ideas and words but a shortage of the ability to transform them into action
It reflected on the need for leadership not just management. Also it put focus on triple bottom line - Financial, People, Environment.
Article by Greg Hutchins in July PM Network “CMM lessons Learned” confirmed concept of “top down can only move up one level at a time”.
Discussed my friend Gillian Kootstra’ s community action group; she protested that level 0 was definitely not a resist - changed to “Undercurrent”
Reflected on why oral cultures seemed less bothered by information overload than most >>> collective sensing develops usable collective wisdom.
Supported by an article in PM Network April 2001 New Strategies for Managing Complex Projects” by Donna Robbins - A phenomenon occurs when
knowledgeable involved people come together and think together. They create a kind of collective knowing. See it at www.the-robbins-group.com
Visited Te Whaiti and discussed the model concepts with Kaumatua (elders) and others returning with the name Whai Ora (but conflict with Health)
Did a short peer reviews with senior colleagues at The Auckland University of Technology and gained AUT offer to partner research with Te Whaiti
Discussed the model with Ross Milne Management Lecturer AUT. He noted the seven levels - seven days week, notes in scale, colours in rainbow.

Mar 00
26 Oct 00
Aug 00
Nov 00
Feb 01
Apr 01
May 01
June 01
Jun 01
Jun 01
28 Jun 01
Jun 01
July 01
11 Jul 01
13 Jul 01
July 01
July 01
July 01
July 01
July 01
July 01
July 01
14 July 01
17 Aug 01
18 Aug 01

21 Aug 01 Organic Model defined. Visited Te Whaiti for a great whaikorero with Genevieve, Glennis, Earl, Chris, and others where the negative concept of level 0 was
replaced with the positive concept of Nothingness or Chaos from which exciting things can grow. Whai seen as reactive, chasing wellness so changed to Tipu
Ora - grow wellness. They proposed Maori words for each stage (kore- nothingness, kakano - seed, putake - roots, tinana - trunk, pua - branches, puawaitana flowers, ngahua – fruits) based on the growth of the Totara from a small seed. They gave us the image of Ngarara - pests that pull you downwards (reactive)
and sensing with manu -birds which fly down (proactivity) to make changes at lower levels with the seeds of wisdom, then with new growth return even higher.
22 Aug 01 Discussions with Te Whaiti Kaumatua, Peter Iraia, Tipene Olsen, Pahiri Matekuare Andrew Kohiti and others for more background. Told that it was their
obligation to protect, pass on and share this knowledge. It is not for sale. The model can be made public, with any return coming by a koha in appreciation.
22 Aug 01 Met with Tamati Kruger at Taneatua who introduced the powerful concepts of leadership being tied to courage, overcoming enemies within and visions.
He also confirmed that knowledge protected but freely shared retained its mana and often returned much more value than one could ever got by selling it.
24 Aug 01 Started looking for funding to sponsor the carved Pou depicting the pathway that Pahiri, and others in the community were keen to carve and erect.
24 Aug 01 Started fruitful discussions by contacting organisations that may be interested in attending the Hui planned at Te Whaiti in October.
25 Aug 01 Revised the model and returned it to Te Whaiti for feedback including many more stories that tell of their concepts and the school experiences.
Decided to launch the model at a Hui on the Murumurunga marae in October
27 Aug 01 Produced the organisational assessment tool (p 29) - questions based on the pests we had identified and the birds from the Te Whaiti school story
30 Aug 01 Peer review presentation by members of the AUT Business Faculty. Good feedback on the simplicity, power and uniqueness of the model.
5 Sept 01 Peer review with Pare Keiha, Te Ara Poutama, AUTand post grad students. Challenged / tested model. It adds a Maori management perspective.
6 Sep 01 Met with Jackie Aratema Waiariki Institute of Technology, Rotorua. May be differentiation issues re Tipu Ora Trust and their health model
6 Sept 01 Met with Mingi nui/Te Whaiti School Board, observed them planning their merger. I have never been to a more positive team meeting anywhere.
6 Sept 01 Checked through model. Andrew Kohiti suggested the visual model be “Tipu Ora Totara”. “One Mind” support for hui/Workshop 13/14 Oct
7 Sept 01 Met with Pahiri Matekuare discussed content and discussed the revised name of Tipu Iho (Growing our internal lifeforce / developing capability)
10 Sep 01 Genevieve said that Iho is a word that some Maori speakers could interpret as downwards so may not be the right title, so keep thinking!
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11 Sep 01
12 Sep 01
13 Sep 01
17 Sep 01
Sep 01
Sep 01
Oct 01
2 Oct 01
Oct 01
1 Nov 01
8 Nov
12 Nov
16 Nov

Terrorist attack on New York – moves world to level 0 (undercurrent) state, and places focus on the next style of leadership needed to move on.
Checked internet domains tipuora taken by the Trust, tipuiho still free. Proposed webdesign as part of an AUT student IT project next semester.
Tamati Kruger explained the double meaning of Iho suggesting a word after it maybe Iho Matua, Iho Rangi, Iho Kanoi.
Discussed with Genevieve and others and changed model name to Tipu Ake ki te Ora. Checked and found tipuake.org.nz domain name is free.
Protoptyped the model on six PM workshops – It is a very powerful integrator for almost all aspects of the project management workshop programme.
Had to change launch date to 17-18 Nov to avoid a clash with the Ngatiwhare AGM
Met Garry Gordon on workshop in NP who sent the quote on leadership from Roman leader - re teamwork regularly destroyed by re organising
Trialed the assessment questionnaire on workshop with 10 from different organisations. Only one was prepared to discuss results openly
Trialed the questionaire on in house PM workshops at ASB Bank. It helps people understand the model. Best if answered by collective wisdom.
Visited Te Whaiti school to do a dry run of the presentation with the team. They did not seem to need detailed plans “It will come on the day”
Fewer organisations likely to attend - Invited partners to support. Should have sensed this at beginning after comments from Sue Wright NZBEF
PM workshop for Auckland City - team sensing and planning exercises helped them get better visibility over project portfolio and prioritisation.
Decided to go down a day early with our “Tipu Ake Communications Team” comprising AUT Communications graduates Karen Laugesen,(PR) Ruth
Wynyard(Journalism) and photographer David Somerfield, to catch the children at school. This gave them the opportunity to get to know the local people and
capture information before the event. These young graduates carried the day and are a credit to themselves and AUT.

17 Nov

Launched Tipu Ake Ran Hui - Initially disappointed that some we expected did not make it, but later all the team agreed that the group we had was ideal for
this stage. (We were trying to grow the trunk before the roots were fully established.) Not too overpowering for the locals, all easy to communicate with and
bringing with then different perspectives and experiences.
Holmes TV crew visit to Te Whaiti – The school people sensed a comment by one parent may have given false impression - checked TV crew -not so!
PM++ workshop at AUT. Richard Fenn and others reinforced Tipu Ake’s proactivity - extension from minimising risks to maximising opportunity.
Excellent articles “Whirinaki Wisdom”, “Te Whaiti school transformation story” and “Tipu Ake Lifecycle” produced by the Tipu Ake Communication team; Ruth
Wynyard, Karen Laugesen and David Somerfield. These young minds with their skilful pens and cameras had a big impact on the development and
communication of the model including changing focus from transformation to leadership and expressing it in much more understandable ways.
Holmes Television show featured Te Whaiti School
Was loaned a controversial book, Song of Waitaha documented by Barry Brailsford which gives a view of NZ’s ancient nationhood and its values.
Attended Peter Blake’s memorial with 30,000 other Kiwis. His Team New Zealand leadership philosophy tracks the Tipu Ake Model path, so added stories.
There is synergy between the life and values of Peter Blake and that of Toi, the ancient explorer, leader, sailor and wise environmental protector.
Visitor Brian Guns from Canada noted parallels with North American Indigenous and Buddhist thinking
Spent an evening with Rory Burke Author of “Project Management” ISBN 0-620-23414-8 relating the model to the reality of the project world.
NZ Herald - “Back-to-nature way to herd cats” – Need a new way to get things done? Look to life and death in nature, reports Vicki Jayne
NZ Listener 2-8 Feb published “A Class Act” - how an isolated school showed the way forward to the knowledge economy, written by Ruth and Karen!!
Visited the offices of political parties, ministers of government etc to make them aware of Te Whaiti achievements and the Tipu Ake model.
PMI Auckland branch meeting, open to public - Tipu Ake, Auckland Club, Corrie Cook and Peter Goldsbury. See report in PM Forum March www.pmi.org.nz
Started a cross functional project team at AUT to produce and host the Tipu Ake website. Used the Tipu Ake model and went down to the undercurrents!!
Matt Roland - multimedia graduate volunteered to set up pilot website structure. The AUT First Semester 2002 Software Project Management class led by John
Prior / Peter Goldsbury (comprising: Aaron Bell, Leanne Bjarnesen, Radka Boprislavona, Robert Collard, Nicola Gleeson, Andrew Hope, Terrance Joe, Kamal
Katial, Shane Langley, Megan, Mansfield, Anthony Marshall, Scott Nightingale, Saadiq Patel, Stephen Rowe, Praveen Sadasivan, Cheng-Chih Su, Andrew
Thomas, Pye Wei, and Richard Ziamo) will complete the interactive site design. Andrew Davies and Leane Bjarnesen will implement the design as their final
year IT project under Tony Clear, with help from a range of other AUT faculties / departmental staff and some external private mentors.
NZ Association of Training and Development monthly meeting – Growing NZ’s future with Tipu Ake. Horse and Trap, Mt Eden. Good feedback.
Employment Today “The Tipu Ake Lifecycle” - Strong Communities have an innate sense of leadership and teamwork, by Karen Laugesen & Ruth Wynyard.
Public workshop at AUT, sponsored by AUT Business faculty presented by Andrew Mellville, Ruth Wynyard, Karen Laugensen , Peter Goldsbury, Tony Clear
Use of photos for model cover and website offered by Ian Macdonald/ Daviid Bateman publishing (Whirinaki), East Coast Rugby Union, AUT, Navman(ex Talon
Technology), Te Whaiti school and community, David Somerfield (photographer).

20 Nov
20 Nov
10 Dec
15 Dec
22 Dec
23 Dec
24 Dec
11 Jan
16 Jan
28 Jan
30 Jan
21 Feb
22 Feb

27 Feb
01 Mar
05 Mar
12 Mar
Mar

More Student contributions at AUT The Software Project Management student team on Sharing Tipu Ake Case Study / Web Project identified the need for
funding to accelerate volunteer activity. Obtained strong support from Joseph Peart AUT Communications Studies to take Tipu Ake Communications on as a
student co-operative learning project.
4 April
Some administrative difficulty formulating an AUT/Te Whaiti bid for Tipu Ake funding from the Industry NZ Enterprise Culture and Skills Development fund. The
time was not right - trying to grow the trunk before the roots down – back to undercurrents and replan for next funding round.
15 April
PMI Wellington branch meeting open to many visitors - presentation on Tipu Ake by Peter Goldsbury, see report in PM Forum May www.pmi.org.nz
15 April
Tipu Ake website now on line with stories and ability to download the model at www.tipuake.org.nz.
18 April
Visited Te Whaiti and discussed with Chris and Genevieve the issues they were facing re school amalgamation. This discussion resulted in identifying the key
proactive “bird” behaviours appropriate at each of the Tipu Ake levels and added to model (many had made suggestions what the reactive “pests” were.
April
Great support from faculties in AUT for Tipu Ake Team sponsored student projects. A full “Sharing Tipu Ake” programme planned, incl Te Whaiti activities.
1 May
Thanks to Joyce Deighton an external volunteer who gave AUT SW PM students a session on Website design and did a usability review on pilot Tipu Ake site.
3 May
Agreement with AUT and Te Whaiti that Strategic Expertise Ltd best submit a funding bid on behalf of the Tipu Ake team to secure funds for the programme.
10 May
Funding bid submission made to the Industry NZ Enterprise culture & Skills Development Fund for stage 2 “Sharing Tipu Ake” for student and Te Whaiti items.
12 may
Found a long lost article by Geert Holstede. Contacted him on web and added a new view of Tipu Ake to the model – from his organisational culture perspective.
May
Started making web contact with international networks, indigenous groups, publishers, leadership websites, management Gurus etc to promote Tipu Ake.
25 May
Contacted David Hulett, PMI Risk Management SIG re PMToday article discussing whether opportunity is part of risk management – interest in Tipu Ake p16
26 May
Article drafted for PM Network “Project Management - Blue Skies through the Trees” reviewed by Isobelle Gosling PMP (Wellington), Debbie Feiger PMP (NY)
30 May
Visited by Debbie Feiger PMP New York City Chapter – arranged for her to visit Te Whaiti 3 June. Her initial enquiries in the US suggest that at this stage Tipu
Ake may be too radical in its concepts to be easily embraced by the established PM training providers servicing US corporate clients.
3 June
Reviewed draft of “Systems Models: Maps for project success”. A PM Journal report on research by Isobelle Gosling PMP Wellington done for her Masters in HR
& Management systems at Massey University. – this exercise refreshed and consolidated the Tipu Ake Intellectual Capital view, particularly about wisdom.
10 July
Dr. Don Gotterbarn visiting lecture at AUT from East Tennessee State University where he is the director of the Software Engineering Ethics Research Institute.
He suggested a team could start sensing and accumulate wisdom before the process level - Edited so a radical project team can focus on its internal learning
process first, then cycles back to get the organisational structure on board to execute it. (eg The Tipu Ake Lifecycle the cyclic path is upwards but not linear)
14 June
Tipu Ake breakfast presentation as a feature for the Human Resource Institute AGM – generated a lot of interest
5 July
Sharing Tipu Ake - Multimedia AUT student team assigned by Peter Mansford compr: Vanessa Evetts, John Cochrane, Joseph McAlpine, Te Rahui August
5 July
Sharing Tipu Ake - Public Relations AUT student project team assigned by Joseph Peart comprising: Robyn Johnston, Cherie Bray-Taylor.
5 Aug
Sharing Tipu Ake – Software PM course at AUT commenced design work on Self assessment / benchmarking database; Sarah Bennet, David Bishop, Sam
Fraser, Firas Hurmes, Jonathon Lee, Darshan Scetty, Nama Shokri, Amyn Tharani, Trevena Young, Henry Yu.
6 Aug
Advised Sharing Tipu Ake funding application not successful re objectives of fund. Proceding - as using volunteer energy is more effective anyway.
8 Aug
Exciited by an article found on web “From Lifecycle to Ecocycle – Renewal via destruction and encouraging diversity for sustainability “ by Brenda Zimmerman
Complexity theory research and a researcher network with Tipu Ake parallels http://www.plexusinstitute.com/edgeware/archive/think/main_aides9.html
16-18 Aug Marae retreat at Te Whaiti planned with AUT student teams and others to celebrate achievements of the school and make connections for “Sharing Tipu Ake”
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Volunteer cameraman Boswell Haiosi, with the PR / Multimedia team captured video images - Elders in bush teaching children, interview children staff etc.

21 Aug
25 Aug
9 Sept
12 Sept
12 Sept

Tipu Ake roots revealed: Amazed to wake up in Wharepakau, the carved meeting / sleeping house, to find the six top levels of Tipu Ake were portrayed in the
kowhaiwhai panels that decorated it’s rear wall. (p14) A gift from the ancestors the of Ngatiwhare people of Te Whaiti embodied in this house built around 1938
This gave new perspectives on the process level. The trunks of other trees support the canopy which forms across the path. This provides a nurturing eco
climate and mulch for the seeds growing below , but a challenging barrier of convention to adolescent saplings in their reach for the sun, then finally it is a
support when it is penetrated. Most new ideas or projects need to go through an analogous corporate process to get sponsorship and support.
Found Shared Leadership article by Michele Erina Doyle and Mark Smith - Informal Education site http://www.infed.org/leadership/shared_leadership.htm
Met with Roger Booth to discuss concepts - added his Hive of Activity story and other supporting stories / sites to the Tipu Ake website.
Discussed with Andrew Kohiti whether level O should be Kore or Papatuanuku. Left it as Kore ( beginning - going back to start from scratch – ground zero), but
put Papatuanuku ( Mother Earth) in on the diagram as the place where all life decays to - The nutrients where seeds germinate and grow their roots.
Introduced by Hirini Reedy for Tipu Ake paper at HRINZ conference – he suggested that Kore be translated as soil in the tree model so others can relate to it
more easily. The Maori concepts of Kore - the beginning – nothingness and also everythingness is perhaps a little too philosophical for many to easily grasp.
Keynote speech on Extremophiles and Memes by Kevin Wheeler at the HRINZ conference - see article by Eileen Clegg http://www.humanlandscaping.com/clegg/thrive.html Later also found her article on innovation http://www.human-landscaping.com/clegg/nature-innovation.html

1-11 Oct

National Launch seminars: Well, NP, Rot, ChCh, Dun, Auck. Arranged by the Sharing Tipu Ake PR team. Numbers lower than hoped but attracted some
very interesting people and groups – many more exposed to website / network. Surprised that press interest in a positive movement was very restrained.
16 Oct
Presentaion to Navy Officers training programme. They came up with “blind” answering of self assessment questions using fingers – brilliant thanks Sirs
18-20 Oct Planned retreat at Te Whaiti deferred until 22-24 Nov to allow students to attend after exams and to give others more time to arrange attendance. – This retreat
will probably use a Health Industry theme so all can relate to it. Also we will celebrate the event with release of the Tipu Ake multimedia CD.
15 Nov
Completed Oral history story of school transformation with help from Cherie, Robyn for Jan Robertson to publish in the NZ Journal of Educational Leadership.
22 Nov
Deferred retreat at Te Whaiti until Feb/ March 2003. Too close to Christmas for most people
22 Nov
Excellent PM workshops at AUT with Chris Eketone as a guest. Kevin Loasby from Fletcher steel introduced the concept of “things we know but don’t think we
do” (wisdom and intuition). This triggered an update of the PM workshop notes, including summarising an AUT video on Chaos Theory
3 Dec
Presented Tipu Ake on a video conference for Inst of Chartered Accountants NZ (ICANZ) sustainability group. Excellent feedback.
10 Dec
Updated website to include stories, information and links to Chaos Theory, thanks to leads from Don Theobald ( Taranaki Healthcare who attended NP Seminar.
13 Dec
Andrew Davies and Leanne Bjarnesen completed tests on new interactive website. Great work To be installed in 2003 when a new web server is active.
17 Dec
Tipu Ake featured as one of the Communications Faculty student projects in the AUT Navigator December edition.
18 Dec
Met with Bryan Chrystall - Research Office at AUT to facilitate an ongoing academic partnership between AUT and Te Whaiti. He will facilitate a proposal for this
as a presentation to the AUT Management team early in 2003. This is a unique partnership with potential win-win benefits for all contributors. Also discussed
the possibility to formalise Tipu Ake as a Doctorate project at AUT or elsewhere A statement put on website to indicate that the contents are the responsibility
of the Tipu Ake team of volunteers alone, as some were concerned that it looked as if Tipu Ake was an AUT funded and directed project.
22 Dec
Called by Bill Tangaere to whom I sent a copy of Tipu Ake following an article on his MBA and future doctoral thesis on Maori Management styles, which he will
do at the University of Auckland - Commerce in 2003. He was very excited by the connection and we will meet after Christmas.
10 Jan
Started investigating possibility of moving Tipu Ake into a PhD or other research project in a New Zealand University to give it academic exposure. Too hard!
20 Jan
Made connections with many more international groups via web – Tipu Ake Lifecycle now has 16 plus search hits on Yahoo.
10 Feb
Thanks for a very fruitful email interaction with Sathiaseelan Thavasy of Malasia which highlighted the need to add explanation bubbles in presentation to alert
viewers to the very different thinking required to comprehend the organic cyclic and behavioural aspects of Tipu Ake . Website updated with revised Powerpoint
presentation. He refers to a Hindu model with tree image www.hinduism.about.com/library/weekly/extra/bl-intro-define.htm
2 Feb
Meeting at Te Whaiti with Ngatiwhare marae committee to plan and authorise proposed Tipu Ake programme for 2003
5 Feb
Tourism NZ invited Te Whaiti School to perform at the America’s Cup media Centre on 21-23 Feb after race 5.
22 Feb
23 Feb
28 Feb
14 Feb

22 Mar
Apr
Apr
26 Apr

28 Apr
23 May

26 May
14 June

Courageous Children: Children and 85 community members from Te Whaiti visited Auckland to perform magnificently for crowds awaiting the race, for team
New Zealand off the pier and at the Media Centre to many international media. This made the international media aware of the existence of Tipu Ake. On this
trip the children demonstrated their self confidence, and the group its inherent organic ability to self manage in a very unfamiliar and changing environment.
Following Harmen Heilkema’s (AUT) presentation to Te Whaiti Children on Walka ama (Polynesian outrigger sail boats crafts), found article 29 of the United
Nations Draft Declaration on the rights of Indigenous peoples (UNDRIP). This supports the special way in which Tipu Ake intellectual property is protected
Andy Kohiti suggested “Te Puawai o Tipu Ake” (The source of Tipu Ake) as the title for the video produced on the Auckland trip, but the dictionary describes
Puawai as flowers /grey hairs [wisdom} – see level 5 of Tipu Ake. This reinforces the cyclic nature of Tipu Ake - the flowers are also the source of the new
Videoed an interactive afternoon session on Tipu Ake with Darl Kolb and Judith Mc Morland’s Masters student class “ The Change Agent” at The University of
Auckland. One multinational group doing the self assessment found that it was more difficult to comprehend the statement with eyes closed as this prevented lip
reading. In another , the response of its two German participants was often diametrically opposed to that of the Kiwi members (particularly at the process level)
In Te Whaiti to get video images and interviews in the Whirinaki Forest with Kaumatua and children. Videoed senior students with teacher Glennis Howden
doing a SWOT analysis for a possible enterprise project to control pests ( eg Possums) and thus sustain their forest’s bird population and diversity. It was
interesting how they concentrated on behaviour s not people eg Threats (pests) were poachers (of ideas and resources), jealous people, project backfiring on us
Planning the international launch of Tipu Ake with papers at the PMI and Authentic Leadership conferences. Also peer review workshops at Universities etc.
Tipu Ake Model and video provided to Libraries at NZ Universities, Polytechnics, Parliament and Public Libraries in main cities. Copies also sent to the libraries
of a number of internationally respected management orientated universities. ( see website www.tipuake.org.nz to find closest location to you)
Relating to sustainability: Ran a Tipu Ake workshop for The Whaingaroa Environmental Group at Raglan, the first application by a volunteer organisation.
http://www.converge.org.nz/nbio/catchments/whaingaroa/index.html They found the self-assessment helped them identify a number of internal pest type issues
that they can now learn to control. This group has achieved some remarkable things – they have produced official environment plan for their area, organised
many restoration projects and have reduced waist to landfills by 70%. http://www.xtremewaste.org.nz/ The experience of trying to help them create their own
definition of wellbeing and the structure of their report resulted in the new “visioning” page 34 in this model document. This new template was used to collate
much of the mindmapping, future thinking and ideas of the schoolchildren and community members at Te Whaiti.
Visited by Vance Walker who is doing research at UNITEC on social entrepreneurship. He will promote Tipu Ake thinking via his network.
Found in Stockholm University Library a book on the Anthropological view of Organisations. It talked of the difference between Uncertainty (more information
can reduce it) and Ambiguity (remains full of contradiction) and how some cultures can operate comfortably in the latter. Te Whaiti seems to be in this category:
people there refer to it as the little / big place, the children there understand richness / poorness and accepted the transition from their village to Auckland.
International launch: Presented Tipu Ake “Visions, Verbs and Viagra – Putting Potency into Projects” - Project Management Institute Global Congress, The
Hague www.pmi.org. Attended another paper from the US where a different aspect of teamwork arose. Our project > My Project > His project (The Governor)
Attended the Authentic Leadership Summer School, Halifax, Canada. www.shambhlainstitute.com and Meg Wheatley’ s “Leadership Inquiry” workshop stream.
After promoting an attitude of dependency she absented herself and dropped the group of 50 people into the leadership undercurrents and seemingly chaos.
The group tried hard to escape back into our comfort zones. This attempting to swim out of chaos as if it was a whirlpool sucking one down has triggered page
23 in the Tipu Ake model which accentuates the positiveness of chaos. Thought about behavioural Poisons – those that turn the undercurrents into a black hole
that sucks up all the nutrients and its energy (eg greed, fear). Also learnt from a “you are either for us or against us “ statement that a strong reaction to
another’s actions, may well really be demonstrating something that we dislike strongly within ourselves (e.g. that old enemy inside that must be conquered first)
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16 June
21 June
2-4 Jul
4 July
Aug
Sep
Sep
25 Sep
29 Sep
Sep- Oct

Workshop on Tipu Ake ( Growing from within) at the Authentic Leadership Summer School, Halifax, Canada. www.shambhlainstitute.com Here things did not
go as planned, the AV did not work etc and I was thrown into the undercurrent where out popped a much more appropriate presentation – thanks.
Returning through US customs / security felt a sense of the fear and mistrust that made America seem like a place that was slowly poisoning itself.
Beyond the school: The school/community submit a “Kaitiakitanga Enterprises” application to the Industry NZ Enterprise Development Fund - see page 34.
Attended a whole school drama production at Te Whaiti School – the children themselves chose a theme that took them to the undercurrents “Raumati- The
Abandoned Child - a Triumph of Positivity over Negativity”. They portrayed the issues of drugs, alcohol, sex, peer pressure and abuse in a real but very positive
way. This inspired us to enhance Tipu Ake by spitting out those pests that are poisons; greed, exploitation, aggression, fear, put downs, cancerous negativity.
Andrėe Mathieu from Quebec wrote the Tipu Ake story in French for L'Agora encyclopaedia on-line http://agora.qc.ca/mot.nsf (note pests translates parasites)
Andrėe reflected on leadership – anyone, even historical leaders can still fuel us with inspiration (an internal process based on stories that convey values and
dreams we subscribe to). Compare this with those who think leadership is about motivating people (an external process often driven by reward or punishment)
Introducing poisons into the Tipu Ake tree metaphor makes it more valid as for promoting sustainability in business and helps the environmental debate.
Children attended the play Awhi Tapu in Auckland, based on their village Minginui in its darkest hours. They want to produce a more positive sequel to it in 2004
Observed the school’s energy being poisoned by govt merger processes and delays – enthusiasm and planning blossomed immediately approval was given.
PM Workshops for some of New Zealands most innovative organisation in their fields- Otago DHB, Zespri, ASB Bank, Navman all starting to apply Tipu Ake
tools particularly at a project level. Pests, Birds, Undercurrents, Poisons, Collective Sensing / Wisdom, Courage starting to enter their business vocabulary.

27 Oct

First threat to Tipu Ake intellectual property: We discovered a self employed IT consultant (contracted to a high profile organisation) had removed all aspects
of Tipu Ake that conveyed its origins, organic nature and cultural richness (including the concept of Wellbeing), then tried to compress the remainder back into
process level thinking, copying most of the text, branding the result with a company logo and publishing it on a website leaving absolutely no reference to Tipu
Ake. This contravened all the conditions of use contract clauses clearly specified thoughout Tipu Ake, which are mandated by the provisions of the UN Draft
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. The first reaction of almost all on the Tipu Ake network was to seek revenge and say “Tipu Ake has many
friends and we will teach this .…… a lesson that he will never forget” The Ngati Whare people of Te Whaiti Nui-a-Toi were deeply saddened to learn of this
lack of respect for the wisdom and values they had gifted for the world’s future childrens, and the work of many young students and volunteers who had shared
Tipu Ake. They asked we be generous and not compromise our values as perhaps this was someone insidiously poisoned by the self-serving perceptions of his
culture, who maybe yet needed to discover that his greatest enemy was the one within himself? This act demonstrated behaviours at the lowest Tipu Ake pest
levels (ego and claiming credit). They asked that we breath in, show respect, take a positive approach, initiate dialogue, learn from the situation and turn this
pest (risk) into a bird (opportunity) for Tipu Ake and the person concerned. This particular incident was minor and not a malicious one. It turned out to be a
valuable learning experience and international connection for both parties. It led the Tipu Ake team to understand that if intellectual property of value is freely
shared in the public domain it is protected (on ethical grounds) by the members of the domain itself; a power exceeding all conventional legal remedies.
A reflection: Is the destruction of the twin towers of bricks and mortar - symbols of global power and influence, ethically any more significant than the exploitation
of a people’s generously shared values, knowledge, environment, land, resources, right to chose and self esteem - the basis of their freedom and their future?

3 Nov
4 Nov

Presentation on Tipu Ake at the Connecting Communities conference in Wellington “Connecting Communities – Since when has it been about the Internet?”
Half day Tipu Ake pre-conference workshop at PMI conference in Christchurch. “Kiwi Imagination - Radical Leadership to Transform Ordinary Projects” Of the
35 Project Managers who attended the workshop only two reflected that they did not yet understand how it could help them in their jobs in their organisations.
Proposed Te Whaiti School / Tipu Ake / Kaitiakitanga for the NZ Human Resource Institute HR Initiative of the year awards. To be decided Feb 19 2004.
Meeting at Te Whaiti on kaitiakitianga project ( www.kaitiakitanga.net) with school and community, observed by David Socha from Seattle University. Using Tipu
Ake style processes decided to proceed with project activities, despite not yet knowing about government funding. On this the first time Earl Rewi (proposed to
guide the project) had been at a meeting since he left the board two years ago, everyone slotted back into their diverse, positive and very reflective roles.

25 Nov
3 Dec

5 Dec
Nov

20 Dec
23 Dec

Reflecting on sun and sky in nature: Rory Fogerty’s Software Project Management class at AUT questions. Why is Ranginui (sky father) who provides light,
water, etc. to encourage growth not mentioned in the Tipu Ake model? It is shown in the organic tree view - what does it represent in the business model view?
- Hirini Reedy: The tree in Tipu Ake is a Maori metaphor with a number of hidden meanings. The meanings will reveal themselves elegantly or crudely. If we use
the intuitive mind, the wisdom of the metaphor will unveil itself gently. It makes sense at a deeper level. If we use the intellectual mind, we dissect it into
fundamental bits and pieces and may struggle to make connections - Like a pile of wood and leaves does not make a tree. Allow people to reach their own
insights regarding sky, tree and earth – to rediscover their own inner wisdom after being smothered by years of theories and social conditioning.
- Andrėe Mathieu: reflects that the spirit that inspires us in organisations very often can be external coming from the past e.g. Toi, ancestors or the founder.
- Reflected on the attributes of organisations, groups and individuals we call its spirit, culture, values, vision, leadership, reputation, intellectual property, goodwill.
Maori say that everything has its own Mauri: (1) Life principle, (3)Talisman, a material symbol of the hidden principle protecting vitality. (Willaims Maori Dict)
- Song of Waitaha: (p15) speaks of “When we raise our children with the wairua [spirit] to hear the plants grow and open their minds to touch the stars” –
- Genevieve Doherty: asks school pupils who wanted to include a mountain on their new school logo “What will then challenge you when you reach the top?”
- Concern over Govt plans to replace historic building at the school indicate that physical things mirror the “spirit of an organisation” and the lessons of the past.
- Harmen Heilkema: when explaining early Polynesian waka-ama sailing technology to the Te Whaiti Nui-a-Toi children, America’s Cup visit Feb 2003 said –
“ I thank your ancestors for talking to me and showing me their secrets as well, as it’s not until you have a relationship with a canoe that you can hear it talking. - Reflected on the new energy burst that comes when a new person from the other side of the world sends an email and participates in the Tipu Ake network,
and related that to a line quoted in Margaret Wheatley’s module “ When a living system needs to become healthier, its process is to connect to more of itself.”
- Chris Eketone: an old story - We had a school that was in the same bad position we used to be in visit us for some ideas. We asked them how many other
schools there were in their town. “Six “, so then we asked “Have you ever got together with them to share ideas – invited them over for a wine and cheese. ”
- John North: The pragmatic framework of Tipu Ake, can take you step by step, up to the heavens, or down through the earth, but you need to have a personal
understanding of why you are there and how you have arrived. In other words, thus there is no need to explain Ranginui or Papatuanuku - they are just there.
- Andrėe Mathieu: Maybe Ranginui doesn’t need to feature on the business model. For me Ranginui (above) represents Reason while Papatuanuku (inside)
represents Intuition (creativity). Like in the Song of Creation, nowadays Ranginui is smothering Papatuanuku, so we need Tane Mahuta to relax the embrace of
his powerful father and let the light come in again. Our organizations are governed by Ranginui (Reason, linear thinking,etc.), so he’s within many people . Tipu
Ake is like Tane Mahuta, it can help push the father away until more and more light creeps into our (organization’s) life. Some people are like Tawhiri Matea
who said he had no wish to see the other world, for the winds at his command blew as strongly in the dark as in the light. But many others want to follow
Tane Mahuta; they hope to see the world beyond the dark and be enthralled by its beauty. As we need both Ranginui, who provides sun (our power
supply), and Papatuanuku, who provides soil and grows Life, we need both Reason and Intuition to pursue our evolution. That’s what I mean when I say that I
want to write about the reconciliation between science and mythology. In Greek mythology, it means finding the right balance between the couple Zeus-Apollo
and the couple Dionysos-Hermes.
As a result of all this we have added Sunlight to the model - those external energy sources (of whatever shape or form) that we, our teams and our
organisations can tap into for inspiration and support. These (e.g. collaborative networks) add life energy. They help us conquer the poisons that kill new life.
Kaitiakitanga program - an example of Tipu Ake in action: Industry NZ advises that parts of the Kaitiakitanga project will be funded. As well as this being
the first project to formally use Tipu Ake project visioning techniques it is the first attempt at documenting its programme / project mechanisms. Completed the
prototype websites under www.whirinaki.org.nz and also included under www.kaitiakitanga.net the Tipu Ake style procedures and leadership conventions
proposed to manage the program and it’s funding. Truing Ly an AUT student has volunteered to complete the site structure and mentor students at Te Whaiti
School who will collaborate to develop its content further next year. Widespread School, Ngata Whare Runanga and Community voluntary support for program.
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1 Jan 04
16 Jan
30 Jan
9 Mar
16 Mar
19 Mar
24 Mar
26 May
06 June
23 July
17 July
09 Aug
30 Sep
26 Oct
20 Nov
26 Nov

Congratulations to Karen Laugesen one of the two original AUT students who launched Tipu Ake and also arranged the America’s Cup school performance on
her appointment to the Tourism NZ office in Los Angeles. Another international plus - Christopher Evatt, Finland is introducing TA to “Future Estonia” forum.
Thanks to Madeleine Mauger ( Sustainability UK) , Maraea Davies ( South Seas Film and TV School) and Saurav Pukayastha, Theresa Liu (AUT Graduates)
who volunteered as the communications team to accompany 20 Te Whaiti people on their Kaitaikitanga field trip to Environment Whaingaroa in Raglan Fri/ Sat.
Community event to open Te Kura Toitu o Te Whaiti Nui-a-Toi by Ministers Mallard and Horomia merging Te Whaiti and Minginui Schools a process the school
started many years before. On the Monday after this event the government announced it was cancelling its controversial rural school closure programme.
Andree Mathieu from Quebec at the ICANZ Sustainability Group meeting linked Interface Inc and The Natural Step practices within the Tipu Ake framework.
New page on viewing sustainability from a Tipu Ake / Kaitiakitanga perspective added to model (page 26)
People from around NZ meet at Te Whaiti on a retreat to explore Tipu Ake / Kaitiakitanga principles and how to drive local responsibility for local action.
Rory Foggerty Lecturer IT at AUT with students Yvonne Chen, Dale Siljeur, Alvin Naidu, Tim Mansell start on Tipu Ake site upgrade to include assessment tool.
Tipu Ake procedures in place for Kaitiakitanga program kick off meeting with Govt agencies see www.kaitiakitanga.net under “Our Program” tab
Earl Rewi, James Goldsmith and Claude August represent Ngati Whare to present Tipu Ake at www.sharingindigenouswisdom.org conference, Wisconsin USA
UNITEC architecture students first visit to start village concept plan / nursery project at Minginui – using Tipu Ake principles www.kaitiakitanga.net see program
New Tipu Ake website hosting on line. Thanks to AUT for hosting the site on their space up until now. Approx 12 model downloads per day.
New Tipu Ake application pages added : Team / leadership behaviour guidelines (P28) and Program / project portfolio management. (P35)
Workshop on Kaitiakitanga / Tipu Ake, Boulder, Colorado http://www.kaitiakitanga.net/projects/3-2-3a%20Sustainable%20Resources%20Conference.htm
Presentation on Tipu Ake at PMI Global Forum, Anaheim http://www.kaitiakitanga.net/projects/3-2-4a%20PMIGlobalForum04.htm
The cultural differences between the Kaitiakiatanga project philosophy, community and the government funding agency cause frustration and much learning
Presentation on Tipu Ake at The Navigate Organisational Development Conference, Waipuna Lodge, Auckland - awarded joint top paper

Feb 05
Mar 05
7 Apr

Tried new presentation format. Role play use of model, then tell where it came from. This made it easier for people to accept a model from another culture.
AUT IT Diploma students Hong Hai Pham, Feng Guo and Richard Bote start project to update Whirinaki website templates, menu’s and calendar
Four hour workshop with AUT Master of Applied Technology class to set up environment tools and guidelines, then left them a team learning assignment to
complete together – used some of the large team learning resources from David Socha, Univ of Washington “Teaching reflective skills in an Engineering Course
“ http://www.cs.washington.edu/homes/socha/papers/Teaching%20Reflective%20Skills%20in%20an%20Engineering%20Course%20final%20submission.pdf

Apr
Apr
9 May

Viewing organsations as living things rather than as machines: - thinking about the implications and the use of Tipu Ake tools to encourage this.
This month around 50-60 downloads of the Tipu Ake model document per day growing rapidly as it spreads internationally.
Reflected on an old Earl Rewi story of forming a circle around an idea / problem, and extended this to assess whether noses were facing inwards - linear
machine process (typical project view) or outwards - living organisation (more program view), tested this on Gabrielle Peko’s PM class at University of Auckland.
Updated Tipu Ake Model Documents to v39 adding a new page giving a view on growing Living Organisations (page 24) including the above. This involves
Biomimicry – looking at the biological processes of nature for lessons, confirmation and inspiration.
Discussion with Timoti Mc Mannus where he reminded us that nature interprets Tipu Ake ki te Ora as growing towards an awareness and understanding of the
“world of outcomes”. e.g. beyond a physical constraints, religion and even beyond our imagination.
Community hosted delegates and presented at the Victoria University of Wellington Indigenous Knowledges Conference. www.vuw.ac.nz/indigenousknowledges
Living Organisation workshops and presentations in New York, London, Helsinki, Paris, Wales and San Francisco. These were well received though some
stated they would like some more mainstream application case studies to help them more easily allow them recognise its applications and apply it.
Tipu Ake visioning tools used by policy Advisors and other participants from Government Ministries and Agencies on Project Management Workshops
The concept of Ohu added to Tipu Ake model. (p36) Also the brief application case studies (p 37)
Upadate of Tipu Ake and other Whirinaki Websites including videoclips on the site.

15 May
30 May
22 June
Aug 05
Nov 05
Dec 05
Jan 06

3 Jan 06 Tipu Ake in Corporate Strategic Innovation and Community situations Stranova Podcast interview with Bradd Redderson USA and blog on line
9 Feb 06 Initiated a Public meeting at sponsored by AUT with Myraim Laberge visiting from Canada on “Stakeholder Collaboration for Sustainability”
26 Feb06 Another AUT IT Team under Graham Bidiois comprising Lei Quin, Bo Su, Zong Zhan and Teraarua Schmidt start on website enhancement. They are assisted
by Jacqui Foo a Multmedia student who has volunteered to help them with the graphical design aspects.
3-5 Mar
US visitors Susyn Reeve and Kimberley King , Andree Mathieu and members from Pou Whakaaro in Whakatane attend a Tipu Ake retreat and we learn more
about applying Tipu Ake in community, health and development projects, where the focus is on connections and sharing.
Apr 06

Networking: The importance of connections between diverse species at a roots level Reflecting on nature in the rainforest we find Mycorrhyzae –
invisibly fine root fungi filaments that form a network that interconnects species and transfers water, nutrients and minerals between them and with mother earthPapatuanuku. From the Waitaha Wananga these are described as Te Huinga Whano – the collaboration of fine systems. This is the root of the Maori concept
of Whanau (extended family) that interconnects all species of life and the earth. P25 added to model to reflect on the implications of this for organisations.
13 Apr 06 Ministry of Education court case against school principal for a roll reporting lapse in judgement made under great personal stress – The judge convicted and
dismissed it saying that this should have been resolved by other means and should never have been brought to court. It was a case of rules and level 3 process
overriding common sense principals. The time in the undercurrents that it has caused has strengthened the resolve of the school and community.
Apr 06
July 06
Aug 06
Feb 07

Apr 07
May 07
June 07
June 07

Youth sustainability network grows in NZ Organic Tipu Ake processes are being used to assemble a national team in main cities to put together programme
of seminars in July 06 when Hunter Lovins, a US consultant on Sustainable Development will act as a catalyst for some new thinking about our environment and
future. Many young people were involved and celebrated. She visited Te Whaiti for a marae retreat and and responsibilities of Kaitiakitanga.
Hunter Lovins series of national public forums on Sustainability each with diverse local panels. A dialogue that helped many youth and others who ordinarily
have little say in their future get involved. See www.kaitiakitanga.net/hunterlovins where video of each session can be viewed
Many young people went on to join the www.digitalearth.org.nz conference organised as a project by a team on the Excelerator Future Leadership programme at
the University of Auckland. This birthed the NZ Youth Voice - video at http://www.thelongsong.com/kiwiyouthvoicevideo.php
Randal Stensness from Hokianga Harbourcare visits US and Canada to learn form Haida Nation, visit Lopez Island , attend a mushroom cultivation seminar with
Paul Stamets , then be joined by three other young people, Jacinta Syme, Madeleine Silvie Watson, and Samantha Roland at a semimar www.ecoliteracy.org,
in San Francisco, with others on the Tipu Ake network: Andree Mathieu, David Socha, Makere Ruka te Korako, Rhea Miller and Sandy Bishop.
Unable to rally any government support for the youth involved nor for attendance at the Stamets Mycorestoration seminars. This was a learning disturbance
both for the government agencies invclved and all other participants, including the youth who now realise that funding comes hard to those pushing boundaries.
Ran sessions on Tipu Ake on the Kaipara Community Leadership programme retreat led by thExcelerator The Univiversity of Auckland, Leadership Institute.
Start of Greenplanet FM 104.6 radio interviews on Living Systems, Youth Empowerment and Environmental action. Listen at www.tipuake.org.nz/podcast.htm
A group of Kiwi Youth attend the Digital Earth Conference in San Francisco see report at http://www.thelongsong.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=478
The leadership tripod added to the Tipu Ake model. Watching our America’s Cup Sailors on TV got us thinking about NZ’s saliling heritage. Research into
the leadership on the Waka that brought migrations of Maori to NZ around 1000 years ago, led to information from the Song of Waitaha that reminds us that
spars lashed in a triangle give stability. This resulted in the concept of the Leadership Tripod that is now included in the model. This describes explorers,
steerers and peacemakers roles. At different times different people can freely assume them: something that was demonstrated in the school’s oral history
interviews.
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July 07

“Lifetime Leaning – Nature’s Way” When asked by the NZ Playcentre magazine for an article on Tipu Ake we reflected on it also being a model for natural
learning. This is captured in a new document that looks to the roots of “learning organisations” and intersects with some of the work that our youth and friends
witnessed on the seminar with The Centre for Ecoliteracy, particularly an article by Fitjof Capra on “Creativity and Leadership in Learning Organisations”

Sept 07

Consolidating thinking about Leadership and Networks. On the way to hear Brad Jackson give his inaugural lecture as Professor of Leadership at the
University of Auckland, in true Tipu Ake opportunity seeking mode, I happened to go past one that Ian Stewart (a visiting Professor of Maths from Warwick
University in the UK) was doing called “All the world is a network”. I decided to drop in on that instead because of its obvious connection to living system thinking
and biology. That fortuitous diversion caused me to reflect deeply on leadership from a Tipu Ake Perspective. I came to the heightened awareness that if we
consider an organisation as a series of nodes (people, teams, depts, organisations etc) with a maze of connections between them, then this thing we call
leadership perhaps is not so much a characteristic of the nodes (people) themselves but of the kind linkages that they make between these nodes and how
synergy is found and levered there.
Creative Tensions. Ian also talked about our inner ear gyroscopic style system where one ear detects movement and reflects back on where it had come from
(damped by history) and the other which detects the movement and predicts where it was pointing (amplifying emergent movement). Our physical balance
occurs at the neural intersections that interconnect these two opposing viewpoints. This relates to the tripod view of leadership (just above). This positive tension
characterises the richness of the Tipu Ake undercurrents.

Oct 07
Nov 07

Invited to represent the Tipu Ake team on a panel at the Educational Leader’s Forum in Canterbury
Made contact with Ken Thompson who runs The Bumble Bee Shared know-how on team dynamics, virtual collaboration and bioteaming at www.bioteams.com
He added a story on Tipu Ake to his blog on 19 Nov 2007 http://www.bioteams.com/2007/11/19/innovative_organic_leadership.html#more

Tipu Ake Lifecycle - Our rolling implementation / sharing process
Tipu Ake is propagated and grows rapidly in an organic way. We have set no targets and milestones. Instead we have a view of the outcomes we seek
and proceed towards them by constantly sensing and capitalising on all the opportunities that come up. A growing network of volunteer supporters with a
wide range or organisational backgrounds is helping share it via their networks. We have been down the funding application path and learnt that the
obligations and expectations that come with this are more of a pest than a benefit at this stage.
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Conditions of Use:
© 2001 onwards Te Whaiti Nui-a-Toi www.tewhaiti-nui-a-toi.maori.nz

In the tradition of Toi, this model is shareable knowledge gifted for the wellbeing of all our world’s future
children. Please do not withhold it from others. The latest version is freely available from
http://www.tipuake.org.nz

Protected under the provisions of the New Zealand Treaty of Waitangi and also The United Nations Draft Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous People, article 29 of which states:
‘Indigenous peoples are entitled to the recognition of the full ownership, control and protection of their cultural and
intellectual property. It further asserts: ‘They have the right to special measures to control develop and protect their
sciences, technologies and cultural manifestations, including human and other genetic resources, seeds, medicines,
knowledge of the properties of fauna and flora, oral traditions, literature, designs and visual and performing arts’.

1.

The document may be freely reproduced on paper for use within a single organisation, in any single country or
location. It can only be reproduced in full with all pages included, complete with the registration form and footer
copyright statement. No other name, title or other changes can be made to it. It is illegal to sell it to any other
person.
2. We ask anyone downloading, accepting a copy from any source, or using the model or its tools to join the ‘Tipu
Ake learning community’ so we can send the Tipu Ake newsletter approximately twice per year advising of
new developments and applications. This can be done on the Tipu Ake website
3. Tipu Ake was developed by a team of individual volunteers from many places including student teams, staff
and graduates at AUT who contributed their energy resources and enthusiasm as koha. No corporate
sponsorship or government funding has been used in its production.
4. We trust that you too may want to acknowledgement it with a koha (a gift you can afford based on its value to
you) thanks:
5. Te Whaiti School achieved an order of magnitude improvement in performance. If you could achieve just a 1%
gain from Tipu Ake, what would that be worth to you, over your or your organisation’s life? As a guide we
suggest you start by considering a koha equal to the value of one hour of your (or your organisation’s) time; if
you don’t think it is worth that, then you probably don’t yet understand its potential value to you. This way
unwaged people and volunteers in non-profit organisations get it at no cost, whilst those earning more and
therefore potentially getting more income gain from it pay more. From those without money, we value even
more your gift in kind; feedback, thanks and promotion.
6. We ask all commercial, consultant or academic organisations that regularly make use of the model in their
programmes to register on our website and consider sending a koha at the end of each year.
7. Your koha can be sent at any time accompanied by a filled in copy of the joining / koha form (on last page of
this document or via the website koha tab), so we can send a receipt. Credit card payments can be made
directly on our website www.tipuake.org.nz/koha.htm
8. All income is used to promote Tipu Ake values, further develop and encourage the use of the model and
support educational / community development in Te Whaiti for the future wellbeing of our and all children.
9. All intellectual property rights and all copyright associated with the Tipu Ake Lifecycle belongs for all time at
the place of its origin - Te Whaiti Nui-a-Toi. Any stories about or reference made to the Tipu Ake Lifecycle in
any other document must have their copyright assigned to Te Whaiti Nui-a-Toi and be footnoted:
©2001/7 “ Tipu Ake Lifecycle – A Leadership Model for Innovative Organisations” see http://www.tipuake.org.nz
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Join the Tipu Ake Learning Community – Registration Form.
Copy Register
Copy
1

Date

-

Please fill this in and do not remove this page from the document

Name

Organisation

Location

Email address

2
3
4
5

Registration and / or koha submission form - Do not write on this page- copy it first, fill it in then post / fax it
Name:

Ph:

Position:

Your own groups or projects interest in or use of Tipu Ake?

Organisation (and part of organisation you belong to)

Address:

Organisational type (please circle those that apply)
Government
Private company
Education
School
Research
Product develop
Community
Health
Construction
Commerce
Primary industry
Second industry
Koha Options:

- for your support
of its vision, values,
development and
promotion .
-for your
contribution to help
protect our world
and grow a future
for our children and
all the world’s
children

Non profit Org
Consulting
Support
Sports
Outsourcing
Knowledge

Email:

Size of your group / project team (persons)
6-10
1
2-5
101-500
21-50
50-100
Size of parent organisation (persons)
6-10
1
2-5
101-500
21-50
50-100
50-200k
2-10k
10-50k

1. Attached is my koha - cheque number: ……… made out to “Te Whaiti School - Tipu Ake account” for $

We thank you!!
- for joining the
Tipu Ake learning
community

Public company
Training
Manufacturing
Volunteer
IT / Technology
Service industry

Fax:

Please send a receipt

11-20
501+
11-20
501- 2k
200k+
………..

Currency ………………….

2. I will visit the Tipu Ake website and transfer a koha by a secure credit card payment via Paypal
3. I am able to volunteer the following services to the Tipu Ake Team

4. I am a non-waged person or from a volunteer non profit organisation and will help you share it
5. Feedback : This is how it has helped me / us: (more space on rear)

6. Tipu Ake does not seem appropriate for me / us right now, so I have passed my / our copy onto someone else who could benefit.
at

w ww.tipuake.org.nz
Signed:

Date:

Post or email this completed form to: Peter Goldsbury, The Coordinator - Tipu Ake Team, 20 Hastings Parade, Devonport , Auckland , New Zealand.
Phone: +64 9 4454454, skype: petergoldsbury, Email: pgoldsbury@stratex.co.nz
Our Privacy Policy: This information is used for identification, receipting and statistical membership records only. It will not be disclosed to third parties.
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